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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a story of a flood as seen through the eyes of an architect. The narrative explores
the relationship of the young architect with his physical surroundings, using the context of
a city that goes through a destructive natural phenomenon. The story aims to answer this
question: Why is the spiritual quest of the architect for a deep understanding of his natural world
important for his career? The hero sees himself as part of a society that is mainly responsible
for shaping the new environment of the city. He notices the great influences of architecture on
the way people relate themselves to nature. In experiencing the flood he sees the vulnerability
of human settlements, perceives the restrictions the natural world imposes on us and learns
to appreciate its generosity and beauty; and he realizes that he can transfer this vision to the
rest of society through his design. It is only when he grasps the notion of humanity as a single
fraction of this planet , when he acquires modesty and stops taking all that nature offers for
granted, that he is able to build in accordance with nature’s harmony and his very own nature.
In depicting the process of self-awareness for the architect, the flood becomes a representation
of nature’s power, its strong presence and interference in the city’s built environment. The state
of the architect’s soul and his perception evolve with the rain, and with the rising and receding
of the water.
The story consists of five chapters. At first there is ignorance. Everything appears calm. The
architect is engaged in the rise of his career, and he’s unaware of what is missing from his life.
In the second chapter, a feeling of anticipation emerges when the first warning signs of the
flood appear. The architect might not take it very seriously, yet he begins to feel worried. At
the same time, an inner excitement sparks in him, an aspiration to know this strange natural
phenomenon. In the third chapter, during his exploration, the great flood strikes with all its fury
and its devastating force. The architect is shocked; he’s struck with a power much greater than
himself, the city, and its people. He sees that neither he nor others have any control over the
situation. Thereafter, with the start of the fourth chapter, he has to face the real destruction of
the city. Only then does he observe how all that was thought to be durable was in fact fragile;
he is humbled like everybody else. Finally, in the last chapter, and through creating a work of
architecture, his realization reveals itself. The city and the architect begin to rebuild, but this
time he has a new understanding of nature and his own role as the builder. The architect is
reborn with the reconstruction of the city.
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F O R E WO R D

It was one of those places where we think we see that magnificent peacock we call nature
spread his fan.
Victor Hugo, Excursions along the Banks of the Rhine

“Tales of a Flood” is a story about an architect who, like Hugo, sees the “magnificent peacock
of nature” in the river, rain, and flood; he feels the responsibility to show it to others through his
profession. It is a narrative of the way the architect re-establishes his relationship with nature,
like a beloved mother whom he hadn’t seen for years and had forgotten how important she is
in his life. The story seeks to reveal the significance of the architect’s understanding of nature
in his work.
What encouraged me initially to write this story was my concern about the vision of
designers towards nature in the current state of architecture in twenty-first century. The question
of the story is, How does the architect’s spiritual relationship with nature influence the way he
designs? Or it might instead be put this way: Why is the architect’s relationship with nature
important to the way he builds? The story is a way to answer this question and gives us an
opportunity to contrast the perspective of Adam, who by the end gains a better understanding
of his relationship with and responsibility to the natural world, with those of other builders in
the story; namely, the firm Adam works for and the municipality of Ceres.
While reading the story, the first thought you might have is that this city couldn’t be
real. There are many parts of the story that are just too far from reality and rather dreamlike;
however, even in a context similar to a fable, I try to bring the reader back to reality with
tangible facts about the built environment of mid-size cities in North America.
It’s important to first take a look at the essence of the relationship that the architect
builds with nature. I give hints throughout the story of the different aspects of this connection. It
is the architect’s spiritual connection with nature and natural elements that is vital for his work.
As Emerson says, “We cannot be spiritually alive without wildness around us; our thoughts

tales of a flood
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cannot take wing if we drive away the birds.”1 The story expands on this idea in that the
architect’s relationship with nature is essential to his spiritual quest and his success in his
profession. My attempt is to show that without this spiritual connection with nature, the
architect’s work will be alienated from its natural context and consequently hold people back
from noticing the importance and presence of natural elements in the spaces they use every
day. Creating parallels with cultures like the ancient Egyptians and with myths of natural
phenomena, I highlight how our connection to nature has changed through the centuries. This
connection encourages self-knowledge for the architect, and, by extension, for the people who
are affected by his design, as it is described in the book The Inner Studio:
Where we once live in a symbiotic or harmonious relationship to our natural environment,
today we live in a thoroughly built world in which we are rapidly losing the opportunity
to gain the deeper self-knowledge that comes from observing the arising and passing
away of natural things. Not only were we once part of nature, all the happenings of
our inner world were considered “natural.” How can self-knowledge be extracted from
the designed environment unless the designers themselves can consciously experience
their own inner worlds and use these to promote self-knowledge?2
I try to illustrate how with suburban growth; with the construction of a flood control dam that
has changed the river; and with the “morphology” of downtown buildings—which doesn’t
follow any specific or natural order—the people in the new, built environment of the city of
Ceres have lost the opportunity for gaining self-knowledge of their own nature and their natural
world. As Adam tries to promote his own self-knowledge through his relationship with nature,
he becomes conscious of this loss and wants his understanding to be transferred to others; the
flood monument is an attempt to do this, as is the renovation work with a close connection to
the community that Adam undertakes at the end of the story.
What is the role of the flood in Adam’s journey? The flood represents nature’s
prevailing, dominant power in the city’s built environment. Adam studies the way the city
and nature interact due to the construction of the flood control system. The changes in the
city environment because of flood risk, and the measures for sustainable development, are
both contexts in which I analyze other architects’ and builders’ negligent view towards nature,
including the municipality and Adam’s firm.
The occurrence of the flood shows the vulnerability of city’s built environment to
nature’s force, despite the elaborate flood control measures. The flood humbles Adam in front
of nature’s power, it helps him to see his work in the natural environment as contributions to
1

Ralph Waldo Emerson, 1803-1882. Nature. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1991), xvii.
Andrew Levitt. The Inner Studio: A Designer’s Guide to the Resources of the Psyche (Cambridge, Ont.: Riverside Architectural
Press, 2007), 3.
2
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the way nature works rather than as attempts to dominate and control it. The flood is the story’s
“messenger” from nature for various reasons. First, water is the essential element for life in
the city that creates favourable conditions for agriculture, and the element that constitutes
most of the human body and most of our planet’s surface; yet at the same time it can destroy
our living places, our buildings. Second, the materiality of water in the destructive flood is
another important quality that makes it distinct from other natural disasters, like an earthquake
or hurricane. As Gaston Bachelard describes, “Water suggests a new obligation: the unity of the
element[s].”1 The flood creates unity between the architect, the people, and nature, and it literally
joins the city with its natural surroundings: it reaches to all the streets and neighbourhoods, it
comes into every house and building. Third, a great flood is the most recited myth in ancient
mythology throughout the world, and it always implies a new beginning, rebirth. All of these
are reasons for which the flood is very significant in exploring the relationship of the architect
and nature.
The story criticises those who are not aware of “hidden treasure of gold” (the epigraph on
page 13) while it’s right under their feet; they are not seeing it because of their wrong way
of thinking. The treasure of gold is our earth, our nature, and the people who are “held astray
by false thoughts” are builders whose way of building alienates nature. The general theme of
the story is introduced in the beginning: the modern capabilities of technology have depleted
the mysteries of the natural environment, and the people aren’t invested in the symbolism in
nature. Adam quotes Vincent Scully in criticism of “human negligence toward nature” and
how the new buildings don’t relate people to their environment. A lack of understanding of
nature among the city’s builders has led to buildings in which Kishar “can’t find anything to
feel attached to.”
Water is very important in the life and geography of the city. The characteristics
of city of Ceres bring to mind mid-size cities of southern Ontario, with their typical North
American suburban neighbourhoods. The population growth after the historic flood of seventy
years before is introduced as a reason for the suburban development. This earlier flood clearly
parallels World War II and the subsequent baby boom in North America. Ceres and Akkad, two
cities mentioned in the story, as well as the river, Acheron, all have mythical names that stand
in direct contrast with the modern lifestyle of the cities. The founders of Ceres still had a strong
connection with nature in that they named the city after the goddess of fertility and agriculture
as a reminder that their life is totally dependent on nature. Other features of the present-day
city, like the university of engineering and technology startups, emphasize the ways people’s
lifestyles and Ceres’ built environment—and with them, both the city’s and its inhabitants’
relation
1
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relation to nature—have changed in recent history.
The maps also represent Ceres as a mythical city, yet in a modern North American
configuration. The dense downtown core is cut through by the river, which winds its way
from the dam toward the city, like a wild animal tamed by the urban fabric. The municipality’s
measures for the sustainable development are questioned, not because they are not right
in an urban design approach, but because of the lack of commitment to a nature-inclusive
vision among people who are in charge—“Nobody could separate these people from their
luxury cars.” The public transit project is aimed to bring more walkability and social life to
suburban neighbourhoods and reduce the dependency on cars, yet in some parts it negates its
environmental objectives. I try to emphasize that for architects, prior to thinking of the best
solutions for environmental issues, the perception of nature is essential, the understanding that
a city is a part of nature and works best if it’s in harmony with nature. People who have gotten
used to the new car-dependent lifestyle in suburban area are not what the story takes issue with;
it is the attitude with which the municipality and architects try to lead the society that is Adam’s
main concern.

Fig. 0.1. Suburbia.
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foreword

The river’s stream within the city is the “childish speaking of nature”1; it is nature
communicating, and while Adam enjoys its music, he still can’t understand the words. He
reads up on the poetry, symbolism, and mythology of the river. But why is the study of myths
such an important part of Adam’s realization? Joseph Campbell describes myths as the “clues
to the spiritual potentialities”2 in human life. The narrative tries to show us ways to unravel
the “spiritual potentialities” of man, the architect, in relation to nature. As Campbell explains,
these myths of old cultures introduce truths about human life and built civilizations, and they
talk about humans’ deep inner problems related to their position in the natural world. Myths
bring Adam closer to the spiritual meanings of natural elements, and he doesn’t need to take
them literally. If Adam wants his design to entice the “rapture of being alive,”3 the symbolism
of natural phenomena is one of the most powerful ways to reveal the harmony of human inner
nature and the natural environment in a work of architecture. In this way, the experience of
space will create “resonances between people’s own innermost being and the reality of our
nature,”4 which in my opinion leads to the fullness of spatial experience. I argue that architects’
way of seeing nature needs to be revolutionized. To design buildings that are not ignorant of
their natural surroundings, buildings that can speak the same language of the river and rain, we
need to “acquire modesty” and stop adoring ourselves because of our capabilities to change
the environment. Lévi-Strauss’s quote (page 43) reminds us that our natural environment is
not merely for human use, and in the narrative I conclude that by “extending our respect to all
living beings,” our decisions in building new structures would be different.
Adam is impressed by Kandinsky’s work, an artist with a clear vision of his responsibility
to society in terms of exploring the human connection with the world around him. As an
architect, Adam needs to take much more responsibility for building people’s relationship with
their natural environment than an artist does, since his work directly affects people’s practical,
everyday lives. In other words, Kandinsky becomes a role model with his painting “Deluge,”
which introduces to the architect a new presentation of nature’s power to cause destruction and
enable rebirth. Adam is immersed in the painting, as if he has invited the flood into his life; the
seeds that are planted in him with Kandinsky are realized years later.
During the long winter the architect doesn’t feel well without knowing the reason. His
inner “self-knowledge of nature” is alive, sparked by his study of myths and his closer attention
to the river and the city’s natural features, but the way he works in the firm conflicts with the
aspirations of his inner being. Throughout the narrative, I develop Adam’s personality, and this
is important because the architect’s world-view, lifestyle, and perspectives about people, the
1

Bachelard, Water and Dreams, 16.
Joseph Campbell. The Power of Myth. Edited by Bill D. Moyers, Betty S. Flowers. 1st ed. (New York; Toronto: Doubleday,
1988), 5.
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city, and nature directly influence the buildings he designs and his overall approach to
architecture. I expand on the idea of the architect as the prophet in human society, derived from
Kandinsky’s theosophy. The painting “Deluge” in the exhibition awakens the self-knowledge
of nature in Adam, and the impression it makes recurs in his dream: to become the architect
that he desires to be, the designer who helps society rebuild its relationship with nature, a new
way of thinking is required. This message from a past dream transcends the linear narrative to
address an older Adam, now an architect working in the firm.
The setting of Adam’s dream is the Egyptian desert, and when he decides to design
a house for the painter, he chooses Egypt as the context rather intuitively. The philosophy
of Egyptian architecture emerges as a new part of the architect’s realization. A quote from
Christian Norberg-Schultz provides some useful insight: “In ancient Egypt man and nature
were one.” In Egypt the architecture; the natural context, including the desert, the powerful
sun, and the annual flooding of the Nile; and the people’s beliefs in symbolism and mythology
are all parts of a bigger, inseparable whole. Thus, this perception of nature is mentioned as
extremely different from the architecture and culture of Adam’s city. When as a student Adam
decides to design a house for Kandinsky, he’s curious to see how he can express the ideology
of the artist in the realm of architecture and in a context where “man and nature are one”; in
other words, designing Kandinsky’s retreat is a first step for him to experiment with the kind of
architecture he will aspire to create in his future career, architecture that serves as a means to
bring people closer to the spirit of nature and to understanding its grandeur and generosity.
In relation to Adam’s work in the firm, the old couple’s house creates a new context
to study different visions toward the role of architecture in nature. The old couple’s house is a
space where the spiritual value of a place and its natural surroundings—even though it might
not be safe to live in anymore—directly confronts the rational values of the municipality in
expanding the transit project. The old man and woman seem different to Adam in that they have
developed a strong relationship with their house and their neighbourhood As Adam says, “It
seemed like the old couple, the house, and everything in it had all grown old together, like a big
old creature.” The natural spirits of the place have started to talk to them, and they have started
to understand their language. They remind us of the story of Baucis and Philemon in Goethe’s
play Faust. In the story, Baucis and Philemon were a hospitable old couple whose house was
located in the master plan for seawater management. The old couple resisted against the order
of relocation. The outcome of their resistance wasn’t pleasant. They were killed by people who
were working for Faust, and their house was set on fire. Here the transit project can stand as
a modern version of Faust’s water management plan. The wicked ambition of Faust parallels
the actions of municipality, not in that they are morally wrong, but that their consideration
merely of the reasonable objectives of sustainable growth might cause unpleasant results for
the spiritual life of some residents.
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Fig. 0.2. Mephistopheles pays a visit to Faust.
An illustration, by Tony Johannot.

In a general view, in the early parts of the narrative the architect is largely unaware of the craving
of his inner being to connect to nature while he’s looking for the answer of his restlessness in
relation to his profession. At the same time, Adam is anticipating a figurative, philosophical
shift in his life that he is at this point unaware will also be a literal, physical event: a great flood,
which will strike him and show him the right way, the way back to nature.
The dream of the protagonist in the narrative becomes the trigger for nature to show its
other face. People, including Adam himself, forget that the structures in the city and the way
we humans can control our built environment don’t guarantee everything will remain as we
desire. As Neil Evernden explains: “If we believe that nature is manageable, it will appear to
be so. But then again, it could turn its other unmanageable face toward us when we least expect
it.”1 The city doesn’t expect the flood to turn into a disaster, assuming that it is “manageable”.
Adam’s research on ways to control floods throughout history shows the hardships civilizations
have borne to confront them. The people of Ceres don’t notice that new structures and the dam
have turned into ways of damaging the environment, a fact that makes Kishar, who is from the
1
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indigenous people of the region, frustrated. “Maybe [a flood] could force everyone to turn back
and take a look at what they had done to their city,” she says.
Although the flood is a reality in the story, it is best understood as a metaphor for the architect’s
evolving vision toward nature. The mythic aspect of rain and flood is crucial for understanding
nature’s message, the same way Gaston Bachelard says “[i]n the imagination of a universalized
vision, water plays an unexpected role. The true eye of the earth is water.”1 Rainwater as the
universal symbol of purity could also become humiliating for humans, as it is presented with
Adam’s sketch on page 76, a closer representation of the quality of rain in the story. While
the rain in the narrative is “unmerciful and somehow terrible”—using the words of Somerset
Maugham—we still should not forget the fertility and life that it has given to the city of Ceres.
The flood myths in the narrative all introduce a “just man” who is chosen to survive
and continue the human race in a fresh beginning. Adam, the architect, represents Noah, the
prophet, the saviour of society who with his designs and structures can direct people to rebuild
the connection of their inner beings to nature. “Wickedness of man” in the biblical version of the
flood myth parallels the attitude of the municipality and main builders of Ceres toward nature.
In all the flood myths, with the exception of the story of Deucalion and Pyrrha, the person
who survives—Noah, Utnapishtim, Manu—builds to save himself and other creatures from the
flood; they are all builders like the architect. In the end it’s their built structure that saves them
and the animals, and gives humanity another chance for a new way of building on earth. In the
same way, if the architect is successful in building only with respect to all living beings, then
his building would become the Noah’s ark that can save people from the flood of their worldly
desires. Although in all the myths the flood comes from gods to destroy everything on earth, it
comes for destroying wickedness and “damned desire,”2 and to create circumstances in which
the human race can start rebuilding a city the right way. The flood brings not only destruction
but new life, just like in the Egyptian worldview that a flood is in fact a desired happening every
year because people’s lives depend on it. Regarding the mythical aspect of the narrative, it’s not
presumptuous to interpret the real flood of the story as the reaction or response of nature to the
way it has been treated in Ceres.
The description of the flood and its aftermath has a slower rhythm and contains more
observations of the main character so that the reader can share his anxiety, his fear, his feeling
of being humbled. The shelter is constructed as a symbolic entity. “[I]t used to be a fabric mill
many years ago, but at present local farmers were using it for storing crop seeds.” His time in
the shelter, for the architect, is the start of his new way of thinking, after the flood has left its
1
2
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great effect on him. Adam realizes the sheer dependency of our built environment on nature.
“He wondered how long it would take to reconstruct the city, let alone complete the unfinished
projects.”
The first thing Kishar says to Adam after the flood is that the “people had been amazing.”
Kishar, who was disappointed with the way people treated their city’s natural environment, now
is overwhelmed by seeing how they all help each other. With the flood people are reminded of
the fragility of their lives, and there is no place for “arrogance and self-centeredness” anymore.
I try to show how a flood can make people aware of their position in nature, defenceless before
a powerful natural incident. Their daily life concerns now seem very trivial.
The death of the old man and woman becomes the last turning point of Adam’s
exploration. “[I]t stopped the progress of the railway construction, and took back the pure
spirits of the old couple.” Even though they died in the flood, for them that was more preferable
than getting relocated and detached from their land and their home, just like the myth of Baucis
and Philemon, who after the flood asked the gods to assign them guardianship of the temple
and make them die together; temple or house, it’s creating that deep connection with the place
you live in, with its natural surroundings, that is the important message and is what influences
the architect. On his way back to his apartment, Adam imagines the view of the street from
two months earlier and sees the white dove, the bird free from human ties, the symbol of
peace between the builder and nature, human settlement and natural environment. The architect
wishes to be more like the dove, and to let “his thoughts take wing” as Emerson says.

Fig 0.3. A family is evacuated by boat in the flooded town of
Obrenovac, forty kilometres west of Belgrade, May 16 2014.
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Adam is inspired to design the flood monument by seeing Kandinsky’s retreat; the ambitions of
young Adam to become the prophet of the people motivate him to design the monument, and
to practise the ideas he believes in about the connection of architecture, people, and nature. I
contrast two visions of the project, one by Adam and the other by his firm, which eventually
wins the competition. We don’t ever find out what the flood memorial designed by Adam’s firm
looks like.
Adam makes the natural elements in the park the main theme of his design, including
the stream pouring into the river, the reservoir and the oak tree. His idea is to create an
environment that highlights the influence of the natural stream and flooding on the spaces we
occupy, with designing three bridges on three different levels inside the reservoir. The replica
of the old couple’s house that gets flooded every time water level rises, conveys the temporality
of our structures in relation to the way nature works. Adam builds the replica without a roof,
open to the sky and symbolically destructed, with growing vegetation and mould on its walls.
There’s a basin inside the house connected to the stream, so that with rising of water the house
gets flooded from inside. The gallery of flood pictures inside a bridge built like overturned boat
is a reminder of how the city was affected by the natural phenomenon. In the last part of the
monument and with the oak tree in the centre of the seating area, Adam tries to show how after
the flood new life is created and nature returns everything to a state of harmony. With the flood
monument, the architect wants to show that if we don’t learn from the way nature regulates
itself, then whatever we build will fail to draw our attention to the natural environment and our
own inner nature, and will instead isolate us and makes us more preoccupied with our city and
the structures we are capable of building.
The city want the building to be a landmark, a place to celebrate the city’s reconstruction.
“They wanted the building to be an icon for the city’s resilience, to be seen by everybody.”
Ceres’ flood memorial is probably a very well-designed building—after all, it wins the
competition—but the point I try to make is that regardless of all the great objectives for the
project in honouring the flood victims and representing the city’s new life, it still separates the
natural environment from the human environment; it pits the flood against the city. “They had
enlarged the volume of the reservoir…Ceres was becoming one of the pioneers in flood control
infrastructure.”
The final part reinforces the central theme of the narrative as Adam continues to follow
his beliefs and ideals in architecture. He starts working in a way that leads to enacting his own
professional ideas. He focuses on redesigning and reusing buildings the way they were left
after nature brought the flood to the city. In other words, he starts practising what he has learned
from nature, to regulate the built environment and to create harmony within different parts of it
and with the natural world.
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Men only began to understand nature when they no longer understood it.
Rainer Maria Rilke

All the different pieces of the story are efforts to prove that a deep understanding of how nature
works in relation to human settlement is necessary for an architect, because it enables him to
design buildings that lead the public’s attention to humans’ stance in nature. The architect’s
understanding is that everything we are able to build we have learned from nature and natural
structures; that it is nature, with its generosity, that provides us with all the resources; and
that we shouldn’t take our capabilities to build on our planet for granted, because a natural
phenomenon like a flood can destroy our cities easily. We should always keep in mind that
no matter how far we go with our structures and our technology of construction, they don’t
make us powerful and immune against everything. We should accept our weakness and see
ourselves as only one of many different species living on the earth, and we should consider the
habitat and territory of all other creatures in the way we build. Architects should gain modesty
and not become arrogant in their ability to construct. In summary, I argue that the key for
having this vision as an architect is understanding nature the way Rilke suggests: through not
understanding it; through approaching nature in a poetic and spiritual way, such as through the
study of mythology, rather than analyzing the environment in a scientific way; and by looking
at the design profession as an art responsible to human society.
In the beginning of the narrative, Adam is more concerned with pursuing a successful
career in architecture. But toward the end of his journey, culminating with the flood, he’s
more and more inclined to let his deep relationship with nature direct him in his architectural
design. With introducing different pieces to the narrative, including Kandinsky’s philosophy
and Adam’s interpretation of it; the transit project and the way Adam sees the paradox of its
objectives and the attitude of the project’s team; the symbolism of rain, rivers, and floods in
mythology and ancient Egyptian culture; and, most importantly, the description and images
of the flood and its aftermath, I attempt to illustrate the necessity of the architect’s spiritual
relationship with nature.
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To conclude, “Tales of a Flood” explores what I believe is a truth in the profession of
architecture: the necessity of the architect’s deep understanding of the natural environment. In
choosing to convey this message as a story rather than as a thesis in the form of an academic
paper, I have embraced Plato’s assertion that “poetry comes closer to the vital truth than
history.”

*

*
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Just as those not knowing the place might walk time and again over a hidden treasure of gold
without discovering it, so do all creatures here go, day by day, into that world of unconditioned
being-consciousness-and-bliss without discovering it, because held astray by false thoughts.
Chandogya Upanishad 8.3.2
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P RO L O G U E

Cities had always been Adam’s favourite topic.
They were talking about the unique features of Ceres, how it was different from the
rest of the cities in the region. Kishar considered herself lucky to have grown up in a place with
all this magnificent natural scenery. She was excited to talk about the things that she had loved
about the city.
“Ceres is a city of water, you know: the Acheron river, two major lakes close to it, and
to the west, an ocean, which is my favourite place for relaxation. It’s a pity that we don’t have
good access to the river anymore. After the great flood of seventy years ago—you know about
that, right? They started building flood walls around the river. They blocked people’s access to
it. Well, there are still places like Oak Park with trails along the water, but it’s hard to get there
without a car.
“My grandpa used to say that the great flood was an act of God to punish us for all we
have done to this land. By the way, my family goes back to one of the aboriginal tribes of this
part of the country. Can’t you tell from my looks?”
“I didn’t even know this area has indigenous people, that’s interesting,” Adam answered
her, surprised. “I haven’t met that many local people so far.”
Kishar continued, “I was saying about the flood. It’s like the things you read in Homer
about ‘punishing deities’ and ‘impersonal activity of the gods.’1 When I grew up I realized
what Grandpa meant. If you say things like that these days, it seems superstitious and outdated.
People are afraid of that kind of talk. I don’t get it.”
Adam said, “I think it’s because of our time; we have gone so far with science and
technology that we are confident we can solve all the mysteries. You also can’t generalize, not
everybody is like that. Take me, for example.
“I didn’t know until recently that Ceres’ dam is one of the largest in the continent; did
they build the dam and the canal after the flood?”
“Yup,” Kishar answered. “But it wasn’t just because of that, they wanted a dam for
agricultural land irrigation and hydro power even before the flood. With the flooding they made
Ami Ronnberg, ed., The Book of Symbols: Reflections on Archetypal Images (Archive for Research in Archetypal Symbolism.
Köln; London: Taschen, 2010), 50.
1
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the reservoir bigger and added an elaborate system of dikes as well as the canal. Many people
say their control system caused more damage to the natural area than the flood itself.”
Adam stared into his half-empty teacup, thinking. “But now they’re certain another
disaster like that won’t happen again, which is relieving for everybody. They managed to
control the wild spirits of the river.” He smiled.
It was around 9:30 in the evening and the café was getting busier.
Thinking out loud, Adam continued, “It’s strange that I don’t know much about
flooding in this city, or other geographical traits of it. Working in an architecture firm, getting
background knowledge about the city I’m designing a building for should be part of my job,
but I rarely need it. Sometimes I think maybe I should have been born a couple of centuries
earlier. When there weren’t any computers, any cars. Architects had to know everything
about the city they were building in. They did all the design work by hand. Imagine what a
big accomplishment it was to finish a building—”
Kishar interrupted him. “Well, it used to be a lot harder than what you’re doing right
now.”
“Yeah, absolutely,” Adam replied. “And to do it perfectly, they had to have far better
knowledge of their environment, of the weather, the trees, the soil, sunshade. They needed all
of that to design a building that would last long enough. And after designing it, the hardest part
would start, which was the construction itself. Say a European cathedral in the seventeenth
century, a building like that would have taken years to be completed, sometimes decades.
Some architects weren’t even able to see their building finished in their lifetime.”
“And you still wish you were born in that time?” Kishar asked sarcastically.
“What I’m saying is their harder profession would have required them to better
understand the natural traits of the place where they lived and built. But that’s not all—
because of their perception of the natural world, their building would end up being more
natural, more…likable. Let’s say, for example, controlling a flood. They didn’t have the
technology for large dams, so they had to deal with it more directly, with modest structures,
instead of trying to block it. They were probably more aware of all the natural threats; they
knew how a flood or a fire could destroy all the buildings in a city.”
Kishar said, “I suppose good architects of our time know all of that as well, maybe
you need to educate yourself a bit more.”
“But it’s not about education,” Adam replied firmly. “We don’t have the same work
conditions as two hundred years ago. Every part of our work is done by one specialist. All I
do in my office is modelling and drafting with software. It’s harder for me to get that kind of
experience, to understand how my building would respond to its natural surroundings. Yes,
if I become a famous architect thirty years from now, and design a handful of great projects,
it’s possible.”
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“I don’t buy this,” was Kishar’s answer. “You can’t blame the conditions of your time
for your lack of understanding in architecture. We don’t have the same life, but we are the same
people, and we still live on the same planet. The way I paint is really not very much different
from the way that those guys painted bison and horses in Lascaux caves, and that was twenty
thousand years ago. It’s the way that I see the world that is important. I think it’s just about
yourself—if there is discord between your work and what you believe in, maybe that isn’t what
you believe in at all.”
“Wow, you’re ruthless,” Adam chuckled. “Thank God you’re not an architecture
professor.”
“I really mean it,” Kishar continued. “I don’t like most of the new buildings in this
city; I think they just look hideous. And you, the young architect with lots of creative ideas, are
telling me that you are born at the wrong time, instead of doing something about it.”
“Good point. Now tell me what you don’t like about these buildings,” Adam asked
eagerly.
Kishar hesitated for a moment. “Hmmm, I don’t know. They just don’t look right. I
can’t find anything in them to feel attached to.”
“I know what you’re talking about. Something is wrong, but you can’t tell what it is,”
Adam said. “I read a book by an art historian recently—yes, despite what you might think,
I am trying to educate myself. It was about ‘the relationship between manmade and natural
architecture,’ as the author put it. He thinks the most important aspect of a building is the way
it connects us to nature, and he talks about how architecture can emphasize this relationship. I
took some notes from it, let me read one for you.” Adam looked for a page in the sketchbook
that he always had with him.
“There it is.” He started reading. “‘One of the main reasons for human negligence
toward nature is blindness of the contemporary urban world to everything that is not itself,
to nature most of all.’1 See? I think it’s all about how that building would connect you to the
natural elements that you love about this city, its river, its natural hills. Those buildings you talk
about are hideous because they don’t give you any hint of your natural environment.”
“Ah, nature,” Kishar said. “There wouldn’t be any use for this word if we hadn’t
separated it from normal life. It’s like we considered it to be a wild creature different from us,
and then tried to bring it back to the city by domesticating it. But what we did just made us
lonelier. We had to build everything from scratch ourselves. You take a look around and there
is a logical explanation for each corner of this city, following rules and patterns created by us.
We’ve emptied it of all mysteries. And now because of this long winter, we can’t even tolerate
a heavy snowfall in the city anymore.”2
1
2
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“Ooooh, that didn’t sound like you,” Adam teased.
“I read books too,” was Kishar’s chiding response.

*
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Those who know do not speak.
Those who speak do not know.
Lao-tzu’s Tao Te Ching
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IN THE BEGINNING
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1

C

one of the earliest-founded cities in the area. It was located on a semi-peninsula
near the ocean. A historic downtown with a river flowing through it had made it distinct
from neighbouring cities. The river’s name was Acheron2, and it poured into the ocean toward
the west side of the city. It was half an hour’s drive from downtown to the closest beach. The
turquoise ocean on the west and green hills and valleys on the east provided beautiful scenery
around the city, one of the main reasons it attracted a fair number of tourists every year. The
city had harsh winters and warm summers, and spring and fall were often short. The majority
of days were cold and humid, yet compared to northern areas the climate was temperate. Good
soil and a high precipitation rate had made the city a centre for agriculture in the region. In fact,
agriculture was the main reason for the establishment of the city’s early settlements.
Ceres had been through a lot of changes in recent history. Around sixty years ago,
almost a decade after the city experienced the great flood, there had been a great rise in
population, which had caused the rapid development of suburban neighbourhoods around the
downtown core. New neighbourhoods were growing to adapt to a lifestyle dependent on cars.
Agricultural industries based in the region were going through further modernization. The
city’s school of engineering was also founded around this time, and pretty early on it gained a
good reputation. All the changes that had occurred in the span of only two decades had heavily
affected farmlands and natural areas around the old city of Ceres. It was now highways, roads,
and big malls all around the new neighbourhoods and adjacent to green areas.
Another main reason for the fast development of Ceres was its proximity to Akkad3,
the largest city in the region. Akkad was about a one-hour drive from Ceres, and it was the
economic hub of the region. Living in Ceres provided good access to business opportunities in
Akkad, but in a quieter and less dense urban area. Life in Ceres was more laid back.
eres1 was

1

“In ancient Roman religion Ceres was a goddess of agriculture, grain crops, fertility and motherly relationships” (Wikipedia.
Wikimedia Foundation <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceres_%28mythology%29>); the city is named after her because it was
originally established as an agricultural settlement.
2
“A place of healing, not a place of punishment, cleansing and purging the sins of humans.” (Suda Online: Byzantine Lexicography, <http://www.stoa.org/sol/>).
3
“Akkad, the capital of Akkadian Empire, was the dominant political force in Mesopotamia at the end of the third millennium
BCE. Its existence is known only from textual resources.”(Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Akkad_%28city%29>).
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It was around fifteen years ago that tech companies had started to appear in the city
one by one, a consequence of high numbers of graduates from the engineering school and
the technological boom of the time. Successful startups from the school attracted subordinate
industries. Big corporations identified the potential and started creating new headquarters in
Ceres. In less than a decade, the city’s economics experienced a new transformation. The rate
of building constructions rose again, followed by increases in rent and land values in some
parts. This time the city tried to control the developments, and there were specific plans for
intensification and sustainable growth. A major part of the construction projects was led by the
municipality. They had allocated a large budget for expanding a new public transit system as
part of the green development plan. Despite the fact that the birth rate had fallen significantly
from earlier decades, the in-migration was still causing the city’s population to rise.
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Fig. 1.1. Location map of the City of Ceres.
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Adam1’s life was busier than any time before. It had been three years since he had joined a big
architectural firm in Ceres. The firm was mostly doing projects for new industries as well as
some public projects with the municipality, and was one of the well-known design centres in
the area. Before this, Adam had worked for a smaller firm in his hometown of Akkad, where he
had also studied architecture for six years. He’d felt that he needed a change, to get out of the
big, populated, and noisy city and experience a new place. And where could be better for him
than Ceres, with its beautiful nature, river, and green hills? Also, it was close to his parents’
house. When he was offered the job, he didn’t hesitate.
Working on projects at the office wasn’t all that Adam was doing. Every now and then,
he would get freelance design projects, or would submit an entry for a competition with friends.
He loved being aware of what was going on in his profession outside the office environment.
Although he hadn’t had much time for his other favourite leisure activities lately, such as
reading novels, keeping up with the world news, or sketching, he was making good money and
was content with his new life. Some of the firm’s clients knew him personally and had shown
interest in giving him private design projects. He could buy a new car with his last year’s
income. He had also moved to a new condo recently, about ten minutes’ drive from downtown.
Adam didn’t know many people in the city, only a few friends from school. They
had met up a few times in the last three years, but they couldn’t hang out like in their school
days anymore. They all had jobs and lives, and some even had children now. With their long
working hours and other commitments, there wasn’t much spare time left over for old friends.

*

*

1

*

“Primordial Man. The name is derived the Hebrew adama (=earth). G. G. Scholem states that, initially, Adam is conceived as
‘a vast presentation of the power of the universe’, which is concentrated in him. Hence the equation macrocosm = microcosm.”
Juan Eduardo Cirlot, Dictionary of Symbols, trans. Jack Sage (New York: Barnes & Noble Books, 1995).
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Fig. 1.2. Urban map of the City of Ceres.

The city’s new public transit system was among the projects that Adam’s firm was working
on, in collaboration with the municipality and another urban planning group. The project was
an advanced rail transit system that was going to connect the downtown to the main suburban
neighbourhoods. This initiative, along with making the core areas denser, was planned to bring
walkability and social life to some of the previously car-dominant areas. There were also a
number of direct routes to the closest satellite towns. The project was a key player in the green
development prospect for the city, yet in certain areas they had had to cut through some of the
meadows, parts that up to that point had been kept intact.After all the railway route was chosen
for its efficiency, and some natural areas had to be sacrificed for the bigger purpose.
Working on the urban projects, Adam had spent a lot of time lately contemplating the
form of the city. He’d been interested in cities’ history since he had started school. He had
always been a city person. He liked to be surrounded by people and buildings, and couldn’t
imagine living outside of a city, although he loved the natural scenery and fresh air of the
countryside. Adam and a couple of his colleagues would talk sometimes about how the city
was changing, about the new plans that were being implemented for sustainable growth, and to
what degree those plans were going to affect people’s lives. The city had already undergone

Fig. 1.3
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major urban planning changes when it was rebuilt after the historic flood, with the flood control
system and the new distributary area of the river.
Adam knew that Ceres didn’t have more than a couple of centuries of history; it was
one of those mid-size cities that would continue to grow. He would discuss with his colleagues
how new firms and corporations were changing the city’s form. Ceres had become a favourite
destination for university graduates and young people looking for jobs, and the reason was that
here they had access to the job market of Akkad as well as the opportunity for a less expensive
and more peaceful life.
Working with different people and talking to local clients at work, Adam got to know
how they felt about recent changes. Most of the residents had witnessed how the areas of
natural scenery had become covered by townhouses during the last fifty years, but they still
liked the lifestyle they had. Wide streets, large shopping malls easily accessible by car, as well
as quiet neighbourhoods with a lot of trees—it was all desirable. For them, downtown was
also well arranged, whereas Adam realized that, because of the new commercial and office
buildings, in some parts streets didn’t get as much sunlight as they used to.
Adam had access to all of Ceres’ urban maps in his firm’s archive, both old and new.
The shape of the downtown and its periphery had been through constant change during the last
several decades. Many new office towers had been erected. Adam wondered how the shape of
the city would define itself through these changes. Except for the areas along the water that
were formed by the riverbanks and natural lakes, he wasn’t able to identify the way the city was
growing. It seemed that the construction was happening everywhere. The municipality needed
to turn some parks into protected areas in order to keep them unharmed. But the manipulation
of the city’s environment in scale was much bigger than that.
Adam would occasionally look through some of his favourite books about city’s identity,
and he would write down some quotes in his sketchbook: “One beholds rather a shapeless mass,
here bulging or ridged with buildings, there broken by a path of green or separate geometric
shapes of a gas tank or series of fright sheds.”1 He started walking through different parts of
the city, writing down his observations. “Near downtown, streets are becoming denser. Cubes
of steel and glass can be seen beside stone buildings from 150 years ago. The city is depriving
itself of light and air.” Adam thought how John Ruskin would have described these streets. His
description of London’s nineteenth-century streets was really dark, let alone the streets of Ceres
in twenty-first century:
What thought comprehend the contrast between such only alterations of heat and cold;
where snow never fell white nor sunshine clear; where the ground is only a pavement
and the sky no more than the glass roof of an arcade; where the utmost power of a
1

Lewis Mumford, 1895-1990. The Culture of Cities (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1938), 233.
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storm is to choke the gutters and the finest magic of spring, to change mud into dust…1

Fig. 1.4

1

John Ruskin, Munera Pulveris. London: 1872, quoted in Mumford, The Culture of Cities, 255.
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It was during his early years of studies at university that one of the museums in Akkad had
brought in a great collection of works by Kandinsky, the influential early-twentieth-century
painter. At the time Adam was studying architecture in one of the best design schools in the
country. The school was located downtown, close to major art centres, and Adam tried to visit
as many art exhibitions as he could. He and a friend had rented an apartment not very far
from downtown. He liked his apartment’s neighbourhood because of all the different events
that would happen throughout the year, as well as the active art and architecture community,
although traffic in the streets and on the sidewalks could sometimes be irritating. He had always
been a big fan of the visual arts; in fact, the reason that he had gone to architecture school was
his skill in drawing. His parents had prevented him from choosing art as his university major
because they were concerned about his future.
Adam didn’t know much about Kandinsky’s life, and it was the first time that he was
seeing the artist’s original paintings. He was extremely impressed. He spent a long time looking
at each one of the paintings, and had to go back another day to read all of them properly. The
artworks were curated in chronological order; at the start, there were realist and expressionist
paintings, but those later in the exhibit, painted toward the end of the artist’s life, became more
and more abstract. There was also a timeline of Kandinsky’s major life events, along with social
and political conditions of Europe, and the way they had all affected his work.1 Kandinsky was
born in Moscow. He started serious study of art rather late in his life, at the age of thirty when
he moved to Munich from Russia. Before that, he’d had a position in the Moscow Faculty of
Law. His sudden change of career was influenced by two main events: seeing the works of
French impressionist artists, specifically Claude Monet’s paintings, and watching Wagner’s
Lohengrin. After starting his new life, Kandinsky soon developed his own ideas of colours and
forms in painting. His concepts were not always popular among the critics but made him an
influential leader of abstract art nonetheless.2
There was one work that, for a long time after he left the museum, Adam couldn’t stop
picturing in his mind. The painting’s name was Composition VI, referred to by Kandinsky as
1
2

“Art Gallery of Ontario.” The Great Upheaval: Masterpieces from the Guggenheim Collection, 1910-1918. 15 Sept. 2014.
Bio.com. A&E Networks Television, n.d. Web. 04 Sept. 2014.
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Fig. 1.5. Composition VI, Wassily Kandinsky, 1913.
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The Deluge. Adam read the painting’s description: “This work was painted in 1913, during
the artist’s residence in Munich, Germany. The artist spent almost six months in preparation
to create this work. Initially he intended his painting to invoke flood, baptism, destruction and
rebirth at the same time.”1
Adam wasn’t sure if he grasped all the meanings in the painting, but he certainly felt
the powerful effect of “the deluge.” It was as if the shapes and colours were rushing like a
strong stream of water. Later he read another interesting story about the creation of the work.
While Kandinsky had been working on the painting, he had found himself artistically blocked.
His assistant had advised him, instead of getting obsessed with the intellectual meaning, to
just repeat the word uberflut, which means “flood” in German. She had told him to focus on
the music of the word while saying it, and to empty his mind of everything else. Kandinsky
managed to complete the work in three days’ time after that.2
The story, for Adam, influenced his approach to using artistic inspiration without
overthinking the idea. He knew architecture is not mere art, but he liked his design projects to
be more from within himself, more spiritual and inspired by his perception of the world around
him—more like Kandinsky. The exhibition inspired him to envision a type of architecture
that could have the same impression as Kandinsky’s paintings: buildings that were designed
to convey a meaning. If art could have this effect, why not architecture? Architecture was far
more involved in people’s everyday life than art.
After the exhibition, Adam looked for Kandinsky’s writings on art, and the philosophy behind
his work. With Kandinsky’s paintings Adam had seen the abstract interpretation of principal
concepts and events in human life, meaningful things such as death, birth, and flood. As a
twenty-year-old student, he wasn’t able to perceive wholly the depth of each painting, but
their influence on him was so immense that he started wondering what was special about those
patterns, lines, and colours.
This abstract, logical structure peculiar to one form of art, which finds in this art a
constant, more or less conscious application, can be compared to the logical structure
found in nature, and both cases—art and nature—offer the inner man a quite special
kind of satisfaction...3
Kandinsky knew the artist as a prophet in society. Reading Kandinsky’s book Concerning the
Spiritual in Art, Adam liked his metaphor of the artist who would see the future by standing on
1

“Wassily Kandinsky.” - WikiArt.org. Web. 20 May 2014.
“Kandinsky.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, Web. 20 May 2014.
3
Wassily Kandinsky, 1866-1944. Kandinsky, Complete Writings on Art, ed. Peter Vergo (Boston, Mass.: G.K. Hall, 1982), 601.
2
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top of a “constantly moving pyramid.” To Kandinsky, the pyramid is human society, which
can’t see what is going to happen tomorrow, but the artist has a vision for it.1
Adam’s biggest dream was to become a great architect. Reading about Kandinsky’s
attitude toward art and society made him also think of himself as a prophet. He considered
architecture to be a more influential, practical, and communicative tool in expressing meaningful
ideas to the public. Buildings, for him, were in constant correspondence with people and
nature, influencing them and getting influenced by them. As a result, he strongly believed that
architects had much more power than artists to change society.
The apocalypse was the main theme in Kandinsky’s Composition paintings. Death,
destruction, rebirth, and flood; why had Kandinsky tried to express these ideas? He wrote and
painted about them with symbols and connotations in the years preceding World War I. Critics
had called his paintings from the pre–World War I era “apocalyptic landscapes” because in
them an apocalyptic destructiveness could be found. But there was also the expectation for
redemption after that. The strong colours had redemptive power, a power that Kandinsky put
a lot of hope in, although sometimes their brightness was overshadowed by dark colours. The
dynamic black lines—which at parts became strange and contrasting curls and forms, oddly
framing the unusual patches of colour—created an effect which Kandinsky himself called
“dissonance,” conveying destruction. The apocalypse as Kandinsky depicted it was a sort of
collapse, and the mentality of apocalypse included the fear of collapse. In itself it had the
anxiety of death as an unexpected disaster. At the same time, the redemption after the disaster
could cause a new beginning and a new structure for oneself and one’s world.2
Kandinsky had felt the trends of his time in Europe with an almost prophetic acuteness.
Adam was thinking about the society of his own time. Modern wars in different parts of the
world, perils like rising sea levels threatening the natural environment, and, most importantly,
the dominant architecture and urban design, which to him were like a disaster. For young
Adam, these were all signs of new apocalypse, perhaps of a different kind, but this time more
intense and on a universal scale. Kandinsky’s work still projected true realities of human life
into the future. The ambitious architecture student wanted his work to have such an effect, to
show others realities of the time, and to catalyze change.

1

Wassily Kandinsky, 1866-1944. On the Spiritual in Art: First Complete English Translation (New York: Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation for the Museum of Non-Objective Painting, 1946), 34.
2
Kuspit, Donald. “FALLING APART AND HOLDING TOGETHER: KANDINSKY’S DEVELOPMENT.” Artnet. 9 Sept.
2009. Web.
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The firm was responsible for the design of the stops and signs for the transit system. They
initially decided to create a simple design theme inspired by the morphology of downtown’s
historic buildings. Later the city clarified that they wanted an international appearance for the
stations that would be easily recognizable for foreigners as well. They wanted the stations to
become a symbol for the city and help the tourism industry, to advocate Ceres as a successful
pattern of sustainable growth.
Adam’s boss usually tried to include all the architects in the design process, so Adam
also got to have some influence on the design. The project was conducted by Morgan, one of
the senior architects in the firm. He was a few years older than Adam and had moved to the
city five years ago. Morgan wanted to establish his own practice someday. He used to work in
an international firm in Akkad, but had come to Ceres because he thought the city promised a
bright future for architecture startups.
While working on the project, Adam paid more attention to people’s transportation
within the city. It seemed to him people who could afford a car were not interested in using
other means of transportation. Having on-street rail transit would certainly make it easier for
students and anyone who didn’t have a car, especially in winter and the heavy rain season. But
what was the point of having a public transit system that you would use only if you didn’t have
any other choices? Could other people be convinced to leave their cars at home? Ever since
Adam himself had bought a car, he had used it almost exclusively to get places. Owning a car
was, for him, not a matter of discussion. In almost all of the cities that he knew in the region,
everything was planned and developed based on the premise that people would drive, and
it was hard getting around otherwise. During his studies Adam hadn’t felt the need for a car
because he’d been in a big city with a much denser urban environment. Everything had been
close to his living place, so the bus and subway had sufficed for all his trips, but here in a midsize city the situation was different.
Each month the firm had meetings with the municipality and the urban planning group
to talk about the progress of the project. They had discussed logistic goals of the project already;
the focus now was more on the timeline and issues that would arise every now and then during
the construction. It was the first meeting of the year in January. Adam couldn’t help but notice
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how each one of the project committee members arrived at the building in his or her own car.
During the session he thought about the paradox of working on such a project, and the life that
each person in the room was living.
For Adam, it became obvious: the people with whom he was working might be
determined to fulfil the objectives for the city’s green future, but to him it was all hypocrisy. None
of them, even himself, seemed to live the goal that they were working toward, the sustainable
development of new districts. It was probable that each one of them owned a mansion in one
of the low-density suburban neighbourhoods, far off from downtown. Nobody could separate
these people from their luxury cars. How could they possibly encourage others to use public
transit when they wouldn’t use it themselves? The project committee wasn’t passionate about
the new transit system. It seemed like they were just doing their jobs, and Adam was frustrated
by it. What was the final goal of this plan, anyway? To change the growth pattern of the city,
to preserve its natural environment—but did these people have any real concern for the living
place of future generations?
Adam knew that most people would ultimately choose their own comfort over the
future of the city. He wondered, as an individual involved in the project, how he could have
an influence? Maybe he could stop using his car, but would that really help? He was just an
employee of a design firm; even those who had started the project didn’t seem to care enough.
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Fig. 1.7

It was a cold Saturday morning in late February. Getting up at 7 a.m. every day and staying at
the office until early evening made Adam reluctant to get up early on weekends. He would have
liked to sleep in more, but most weekends he was awake by the same time as on weekdays,
even without an alarm. Sometimes he would stay in bed for another hour, staring at the ceiling,
just thinking. That morning he felt that he needed to go outside and run along the river. Maybe
it was because of how much time he’d spent contemplating about the city and its natural traits
recently. All he knew was he had a strong urge to go outside and breathe the winter air, to hear
the sound of water and run along with its stream. He put on his running shoes and went out to
the parking lot. The trails that he liked were closer to downtown. He had to go by car. He drove
over the canal’s bridge near his neighbourhood toward one of the natural parks. After finding a
parking spot, he walked to a trail by the riverbank, which would take him to downtown within
an hour. The trees and the ground were still covered in white from last week’s snowfall.
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Twenty minutes later he was running along Acheron River, listening to the sounds of
the water, the wind among tree branches, and his own breath. He was even enjoying the cold
winter breeze touching his face. He kept running until he reached a part of the city where he’d
never been before. There wasn’t much construction going on along the riverbanks in that area.
Now he wasn’t very far from downtown and he could see some of the office towers in the
interstices between the trees. He passed under one of the city’s old stone bridges and noticed
a flood gauge on the river’s stone wall. Adam had heard there was a history of flooding in
the area, but he didn’t know much more about it. Some information about flood records was
written on a plaque. From the earliest times of the city’s history, flooding had always been a
threat, mainly because of the city’s location on a lower field by the hills, as well as the tidal
river and heavy rainfalls throughout the year.
Every year in early spring, when the snow melted and heavy rain fell, there would be
flash floods in the lower lands. The river’s water level would rise close to its banks for at least
a couple of weeks. However, it had been over seventy years since the last disastrous flood.
Not many people had a clear memory of it anymore. After that incident, a flood control dam
was built over the river forty miles from the city. In addition to the dam, a diversion canal was
built around and through the city to hold the extra volume of water. With these precautionary
measures in place, the city had been able to control the flooding ever since. People had not
forgotten about the risk, but a flood like that of seventy years ago was very unlikely. During the
last several decades, both the weather and the river had seemed stable. There had been times
that the lower streets by the river were flooded with up to one foot of water, but it was nothing
that interfered with people’s lives for long or caused serious damage.
Adam became curious to know more about the history of the river and the flooding.

*

*
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That Saturday Adam felt the soothing effect of the river, and he connected himself to it. He got
an inexplicable joy from running with the water in the cold winter morning, as though the river
was flowing for him, talking to him.
Adam had always been interested in the symbolism of natural elements. He thought
maybe his new life was making him neglect the meanings of the natural entities surrounding
him, like the river. He began to read about rivers in ancient cultures and literature. In Ceres
the river was one part of the land that still kept its natural form and flow. For most ancient
civilizations, a river was a messenger, a representative of the sky, the clouds, and the earth. It
would connect the city to the ocean; it would connect the earth to the sky by receiving rainwater.
Adam read about rivers that streamed like time itself through the urban settlement, described as
“the veins of Great Mother Earth.”1 The river had been a giver to the city, providing drinking
water, fish, and good soil for agriculture. The river also brought spiritual offerings to people,
like the opportunity to purge themselves of unwanted feelings and enjoy a renewed cleanliness
of the soul. Adam thought of the people who saw the river every day and wondered how many
of them would think of it with all these characteristics.
The headwaters of the Acheron River flowed from the east-west mountain range,
further up north in the country. A number of rivers in the region flowed from sources in the same
mountainous area. Adam thought if people could truly see the flow of the Acheron downward
from the mountains to the city, it would remind them that nothing could ever go beyond its
source—just like humans and their origin, nature.2
Adam read a series of poems by T.S. Eliot. He came across a stanza in which the poet
described how a river is perceived in the modern world:
I do not know much about gods; but I think that the river
Is a strong brown god—sullen, untamed and intractable,
Patient to some degree, at first recognised as a frontier;
Useful, untrustworthy, as a conveyor of commerce;
Then only a problem confronting the builder of bridges.
1
2

Ronnberg, The Book of Symbols, 40.
Ibid.
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The problem once solved, the brown god is almost forgotten
By the dwellers in cities—ever, however, implacable.
Keeping his seasons, and rages, destroyer, reminder
Of what men choose to forget. Unhonoured, unpropitiated
By worshippers of the machine, but waiting, watching and waiting.
His rhythm was present in the nursery bedroom.
In the rank ailanthus of the April dooryard.
In the smell of grapes on the autumn table,
And the evening circle in the winter gaslight.1
Adam thought how appropriate this passage was in describing the way people would see
the river in a place like Ceres, and how the river would feel, if it were alive,“unhonoured,
unpropitiated.”
Knowing about flood control system, Adam was reminded how we had always tried
to use the river for our needs, with building dams to produce electricity and with modifying
the river’s path. Nature most of the times was supportive, but not always everything would
end with our favorable results. Adam read about China’s yellow river that had caused different
miseries throughout the history as well as bringing life to cities.
For centuries the Yellow River symbolized the greatness and sorrows of China’s ancient
civilization, as emperors equated controlling the river and taming its catastrophic floods
with controlling China. Now, the river is a very different symbol of the dire state of
China’s limited resources at a time when the country’s soaring economic growth needs
more of everything.2
Adam learned about the symbolism of rivers all over the world. China’s Yellow River was
known as Mother River, since its basin was the point where early Chinese civilizations came
into existence, but it was also China’s sorrow because of its destructive floods that took many
lives. In China, the spirits of people who were killed by the river were said to inhabit it, looking
for live bodies to reside in. The Ganges in India was an example of a river that was a great
symbol of purity. In Hindu myth, the Ganges was shown as coming down from paradise to
purify the material world, and flowing also to the world of the dead. Cleansing in the river was
an important ritual in the Hindu religion.3
1

T.S Eliot, Four Quartets (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,1943), 35.
Jim Yardley, “A Troubled River Mirrors China’s Path to Modernity.” New York Times, November 19, 2006.
3
Jack Tresidder, Symbols and Their Meanings (London: Duncan Baird Publishers, 2006), 113.
2
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Fig. 1.8. The Nile is depicted as a man
with female breasts and a big stomach,
as a symbol of fertility. From the Book
of the Dead of Pennesuttawy, 1070-712
BC, Egypt. (Ronnberg 2010, 50)

In Egypt annual flooding of the Nile would bring up fertile soil, and thus the river was
considered to be a symbol of fertility. Without the proper management of the flooding of the
Nile, there couldn’t have been any crops for people, and this flood management required effort
and discipline to maintain.1 Here, again, the river was the reason for the civilization’s life—the
repetitive cycle of flooding provided the water for Egypt’s great agricultural structure.2 Such
was the meaning and significance of rivers in ancient civilizations that Adam saw as ignored
and forgotten in Ceres. The city of Ceres was established because of agriculture, and in its
dependency on rivers like Acheron, it was quite similar to the ancient cities of Egypt or China.
Acheron was a life giver, and at the same time a threat because of its flooding, but unlike in old
cultures, the river here wasn’t considered symbolic or sacred.
The very place where Adam was running on that Saturday morning had been under
water some years ago. Adam had never experienced the force and the strike of a flood before. He
wasn’t aware of the faces with which the river could appear, the ways it could affect the city’s
life. He hadn’t seen the relentless side of the river yet.

1
2

Christian Norberg-Schulz, Meaning in Western Architecture (New York: Praeger, 1975), 41-42.
Scully, Architecture: The Natural and the Man-made, 32.
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Fig. 1.9. Mughal Emperor Akbar, who knows
the sacredness of the Ganges in Hindu culture,
is ritually crossing the river with a herd of
elephants. From Akbarnama (his memoirs).
(Tresidder 2006, 113).
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It would take a spiritual revolution as that which led to the advent of Christianity. It would
require that man, who since Renaissance has been brought up to adore himself, acquire modesty,
and that he learn the lesson of all the atrocities we have experienced for thirty or forty years. He
would do well to learn that if one thinks only man is respectable among living things, well then,
the frontier is placed too close to mankind and he can no longer be protected. One must first
consider that it is as a living being that man is worthy of respect, and hence one must extend
that respect to all living beings—at that point, the frontier is pushed back, and mankind finds
itself protected.
Claude Lévi-Strauss
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T

of spring was as cold as February. It was as though the sun had decided
not to give its warmth to the earth again. There were still piles of snow in the corners of
streets, waiting to be melted.
Adam hadn’t felt very well for a couple of weeks. He wasn’t sick; he just wasn’t as
energetic as he used to be. First he thought maybe it was because of his eating habits. He didn’t
have much time to prepare his own food and was eating out most days. He started a diet of
fruits and vegetables as a change, and tried to avoid canned and frozen food for a period of
time. Adam thought it might also have been because of the long winter and grey sky for the past
five months. Perhaps he only needed some warm, sunny days to get better.
He couldn’t run; his sinusitis wouldn’t allow him to. He decided to register in a yoga
class instead. “Meditation and physical training to get relief from anxiety, distress, and bodily
pain.” It didn’t sound like a bad idea. The pressure of work could have been another reason
why he didn’t feel well. But he couldn’t figure out what part of the work had been unpleasant
for him. He had always done his work with excitement, and he was enjoying working in his
current firm with professional designers. His colleagues were friendly, and he had a passionate
boss. He couldn’t ask for a better firm to work in.
Doing yoga helped. The class was held in a building near the river, and near his office
in downtown; every Monday and Thursday he would walk there after work. The classes became
his favourite part of the week. He could let go of all his thoughts for an hour. His body did all the
work. He wished he could do yoga more frequently, but work was demanding. It was through
his yoga class that he eventually met some local people outside of the office environment. He’d
never been an outgoing person, but during his studies he’d had a better social life. He met a girl
in the class who was an aboriginal resident of the city. Previously Adam hadn’t even known
that the area had aboriginal people. Kishar1 was a librarian. Her passion was painting, but she
wasn’t able to make much money from it. Her family had lived in the area for generations and
she knew the region pretty well. It was from talking to her that Adam learned a bit more about
the natural features of the city.
he first month

1

Kishar is the goddess of earth in Ancient Mesopotamian religion (“Kishar.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, 23 May 2014.
Web. 24 May 2014).
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Adam added walking to his daily schedule. Some days of the week he would walk
in the downtown, after work or yoga class. Downtown Ceres wasn’t very big, and he could
explore all parts of it. There was one place where Adam liked to spend some time during his
walks: a park with a view over the river. But it wasn’t even a park, really; it was a wide sidewalk
with a thoughtful arrangement of small gardens and urban furniture. Adam’s favourite spot was
a wooden bench where he could get a beautiful view of the river, and a view of downtown on
the other side. The park was still cold and snowy, so each time he sat there he wouldn’t stay
more than ten minutes, but when he was there he had very calm moments, without a need to do
anything. He would just watch the river and feel the place.
People of the city were tired of the long winter; they were impatiently waiting to
take out their summer clothes. This year the city had had a lot of snowfall, and the average
temperature for the last four months was recorded as the lowest in a decade. Adam was reading
the weather report. So he wasn’t alone in his feelings; his lack of energy was related to the long
winter. Now he was almost certain that as the days became warmer, his mood would change.

*

*
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The municipality wanted the firm to finish the construction documents by the end of the
summer. Earlier phases of the project were facing some obstacles. In some neighbourhoods,
people had issued complaints about the noise and traffic problems caused by the construction.
In wealthier areas, residents were not very supportive of the whole project. The newer districts
had been built to be reached by car. Every family in wealthy neighbourhoods had at least two
cars at their house. They didn’t mind having a fast public transit system, but they weren’t happy
with the troubles that construction had created, and the fact that it wasn’t going to be over any
time soon. Besides that, with the new railway transit, people from downtown and all the poorer
neighbourhoods would have easier access to wealthy areas.
Phase one of the project was supposed to be over before the beginning of winter,
but a struggle with some landowners and local farmers postponed the completion date. The
municipality had to set a new timeline. They couldn’t convince some owners to sell their
properties that were in the way of the railway route. One of the owners was an old couple
living in a house near the railway construction site. They had been living there for thirty years,
and they didn’t want to move anywhere else. City officials had offered them a good amount of
money for their house; after all, changing the railway path would have cost a lot more. But still
the old couple hadn’t agreed to move. The issue had become so problematic that it was brought
up in Adam’s firm’s meeting with the municipality.
Adam got interested in the matter. He wanted to see the house, talk with these people,
and find out why they didn’t want to leave even in exchange for a good price. He went to
see the old couple one day. The house didn’t look good; it had some serious damage. The
neighbourhood was in one of the lowest areas of the city, and it had apparently experienced
a number of floods. The owners greeted him very warmly. The inside of the house was in the
same condition as the outside, yet Adam felt a peaceful quality in it. They didn’t have much
furniture, and everything they had was old and worn. In Adam’s eyes it seemed like the old
couple, the house, and everything in it had all grown old together, like a big old creature. Adam
introduced himself as an architect who was doing research on people’s favourite parks. He
didn’t say that he was part of the railway project, but their talk finally ended up being about it.
The lady was doing most of the talking. She said that they were not going to live for long, and
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that they only wanted to spend their last years in their own house and their own neighbourhood.
Adam thought these people had different values for their living place. Their conversation made
him think about the house he had lived in during his childhood, the house that he had loved, but
his parents had sold it and moved to an apartment. Houses were expensive to maintain.
The old lady also told Adam about their favourite place of a neighbourhood park that
was a ten-minute walk from their house, closer to the river. It was an oak tree. She talked about
the elegance of this tree, how it had spread out its wide branches, and how it stood there in the
park with such a tranquility. She described the tree in such a way that, as soon as he left their
house, Adam went to see it.
At the time Adam had started reading a book about nature that Kishar had recommended, and
in which he noticed a quote that seemed to describe the railway project in Ceres: “Perhaps we
inadvertently define our environmental problem as that to which the application of ever more
technology is the only solution.”1
Adam couldn’t reconcile how something of benefit for the city and its green future could
be so detrimental to the future of those old folks. Visiting their house left a deep impression on
him. Expanding public transit was in the interest of the sustainable development of the city, but
it required the displacement of a family whose house was everything to them. The house was
like a crossroads between the city’s green plan objectives and what was important for single
families in suburban neighbourhoods.
The municipality decided to continue the project anyway. They thought with the
construction continuing close to the house, its old residents would ultimately decide to leave.

1

Evernden, The Social Creation of Nature, xi.
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It was near the end of April that a meteorological agency announced increasing temperatures
and the chance of heavy rain for the next two weeks. This meant large amounts of snow would
start to melt, and with the rain there could be flooding. City officials gave out flood warnings
in the case of heavy rainfall. The warnings were mostly for lower neighbourhoods close to the
river. However, they assured people that the dam reservoir and the canal would definitely be
able to contain any extra water.

*

*
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Adam worked on his interim submission for school’s studio project that night. Drafting and
modelling the building always took him a week, and he was behind on his schedule. The
deadline was in four days and he was still drawing the main documents. He went to sleep
around 3 a.m., and he had that strange dream.
He was in a desert. In front of him in the distance was Kandinsky, seated in an old
wrecked boat. It seemed like he was painting the desert landscape in front of him, but the
painting wasn’t anything close to the landscape. The view in front of them was sand hills in the
background, and a single dead tree in the foreground. Adam wondered what Kandinsky saw in
that scene that Adam couldn’t see, how he could translate it to those colours, lines, and circles
on his canvas. Suddenly the sky turned dark grey and it began raining. It wasn’t just a normal
rain; it was a downpour. Adam’s feet were getting wet. There were streams of water on the
desert ground, rushing under his feet. In a blink of an eye, the water level rose up to his knees.
He took another look at Kandinsky—he was still painting in his boat, calmly. A few moments
later the water was up to Adam’s neck. He couldn’t swim; he was struggling in the water, trying
not to drown.
Adam didn’t remember his dream clearly until later that day, when he noticed the
catalogue from the Kandinsky exhibition on his shelf. Why had Kandinsky come to his dream?
Why had the waters in his dream been so violent? And why had he been drowning? He was
curious to know the meaning of the symbols that had appeared in his dream. He looked them
all up.
“A desert may symbolize your unconscious.”
“A dry tree may symbolize the state of being held with inflexible rules in your actions
and your mind, instead of your natural instinct.”
“Rain may symbolize growth, a new successful stage of life.”
“Floodwater might seem destructive, but it could also bring fertility and new life. It
may symbolize the need for reconstructing yourself, the need for destroying the negative parts
of your old self so that your true nature can come into existence.”
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“Drowning might simply symbolize death and rebirth.”1
What could rebirth and new growth imply for Adam at this point in his life? What
part of his old self did he have to get rid of? What rigid rules were blocking his true self from
unfolding? Young Adam couldn’t understand the implications of the symbols in his dream. Of
course there weren’t any results for what Kandinsky symbolized in a dream. Adam had seen
the exhibition some months ago, but the effect the paintings had on him was so deep that his
mind was still revisiting it. He thought that it would be great if he could design a house for
Kandinsky, to explore the spatial translation of his attitude. Yeah, why not? He couldn’t have
done it for any of his school assignments, but why couldn’t he design a “Kandinsky house” just
for his own pleasure?
He decided to take the next day off from meeting his school-project deadline and
instead work on Kandinsky’s house. School marks weren’t very important for him, and he
would always manage to get a good mark by working efficiently. So he decided to have fewer
and simpler renderings for his project, rather than beautiful graphics that required at least two
days of extra work. Now he was thinking about where to design the house. The residence of a
pioneer abstract artist should be in a unique location. His dream had taken place in a desert, and
for a desert landscape the first place that came to mind was EGYPT. There were many special
things about this country—the great pyramids, the Nile, and all its mythology. He’d never been
to Egypt, but its ancient culture and architecture captivated him. The earliest impressions he
had of Egypt were from Tin Tin comic books, through the adventures of the young journalist in
the mysterious tombs of Egyptian pharaohs.
He had already read a little about the social hierarchy of Egypt, that the land had been
ruled for thousands of years by despotic kings. He also knew about the special relationship
that Egyptians had with the desert, the sun, and the Nile. It was fascinating to him how every
element of their natural world was sacred to them, and so was every building that they had
built.

*

*

*

1

Eric Ackroyd, A Dictionary of Dream Symbols: With an Introduction to Dream Psychology (London: Blandford, 1993), 154,
179, 237, 251, 293.
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Fig. 2.2
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Adam went back to some of the books he had in his library, and read the parts related to
Egyptian architecture. He started taking notes:
In ancient Egypt man and nature were one.
							

Christian Norberg-Schultz

Egypt had a unique landscape that hardly any other country resembled. The “geographical
structure” of Egypt had a great deal of “simplicity and regularity.”1 These simple geographical
features had created a basis for the embodiment of the key existential meaning of human life.
Through organic articulation patterns in their architecture, Egyptians had tried to represent
the order in the organized universe, and to show human life as a part of it. In this country
everything, even life itself, was dependent on the nature and flooding of the Nile; that was
probably why every element of nature had a particular character and sacredness.2
Adam read detailed descriptions of the purpose of building pyramids. The tombs were
situated in sand on the west side of the Nile. Their mountain-like shape was intended to make
a connection between the earth and the sky. These giant buildings were supposed to be a tomb
for a king, as well as his family. The pyramid’s organization and very reason for existing was
for life after death. It wasn’t a memorial or tomb in the modern interpretation of these things.
It was a permanent living space for the pharaoh. The king’s immortality had something central
to do with the quality of Egyptians’ life on earth.3
It was King Zoser of the Third Dynasty who wanted his tomb to be in the shape of
mountain so that all the workers from the fields below could see it. The king’s image, his Ka4,
was seated below the top part of the tomb. After his death the king was regarded as the sun
itself, and his mountain, the emblem of his immortality, dominated the sky when the sun was
not present; the king was the “embodiment of cosmic justice.”5 People believed in the order
that caused the Nile’s flooding and the sun’s movement, and hence they believed in their king’s
immortality. Their lives were all dependent on it.6
When young Adam chose Egypt as the site for Kandinsky’s retreat, he didn’t know all
the connections between Egyptian architecture, their worldview and their landscape. He just
began to realize the importance of the natural order in the ancient Egyptian life.
1

Norberg-Schulz, Meaning in Western Architecture, 10-12.
Ibid, 15-20.
3
Scully, Architecture: The Natural and the Man-made, 27-31.
4
The Egyptian concept of vital essence that distinguishes a living person from a dead person, with death occurring when the Ka
leaves the body. (Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, n.d. Web. 23 May 2014).
5
Scully, Architecture: The Natural and the Man-made, 27-31.
6
Ibid.
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Fig. 2.3. Stepped pyramid of or Zoser, by Imhotep, Saqqara, Egypt, 2648 BC.

Fig. 2.4. King Zoser’s Ka statue, Dynasty III From Saqqara, c. 2750 BC.
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Over the course of two days during the last week of April the weather got warmer by several
degrees. Around the same time the spring rain started. Adam was checking the weather forecast
every day. There was an updated listing of city’s neighbourhoods with high, medium, and low
risk of flooding, indicating which inhabitants were supposed to prepare themselves. The officials
advised people in areas with higher risks to have first-aid kits on hand in case of emergency.
The most important items were a flashlight, batteries, canned food, and basic medication. A
water pump was another emergency item it was recommended that every house have ready
for flooding season. Ceres’ citizens were not unfamiliar with these types of warnings. Every
year with spring rains, the water level would rise. People knew how to deal with water in their
backyard.
For Adam, on the other hand, the situation was new. He’d never experienced flooding
in a city before. He’d seen heavy rainfalls creating water streams in the streets, slowing down
the traffic, but this was different. It was a whole city and its people getting ready to cope with a
change of weather. Every day on his way to work Adam would listen to the flood announcements
of the emergency department. It had been three days since the rain had started, and based
on the news everything was under control. The heads of the city’s water department were
constantly talking about their preparations to control extra volumes of water. They had opened
the floodgates in the dam and the canal connected to the main river. The water department was
an independent local government body that was responsible for maintaining the flood control
system. The system wasn’t only the dam and the canal; there were river dikes to prevent water
from flowing into the countryside.1 There was also an elaborate system of drainage ditches that
worked with the canal.
Adam was anxious to see what was going to happen. All the precautions shouldn’t
have been for nothing. Local people with whom Adam had regular encounters were relaxed.
He used to talk to the caretaker of his residential building. His name was Frank, a middle-aged
man with three children, and he was living in a townhouse in western suburbs of the city. Adam
would talk to him about the weather whenever he saw him in the lobby. In Frank’s opinion,
1

“Flood Control in the Netherlands.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, 05 July 2014. Web. 23 May 2014.
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the flooding wasn’t a threat at all. He told Adam that he would treat the flood like a heavy
snowfall, when you need to get your snow blower ready to clean the driveway. Light floods
were a regular thing in Ceres, and the city was designed to manage them properly. There wasn’t
anything to worry about.
Eight days had passed since the start of the rain. All the snow piles in the street had already
melted. Some neighbourhoods had experienced few hours of power failure. Adam checked the
rising water level of the river every day on his way to work. The difference from one day to the
next was obvious. Listening to the news, he still heard officials talking about how the control
system would be completely able to prevent any disaster; however, after more than a week of
continuous rain, there were increasing concerns that the flooding could get worse. The water
was close to rising over the riverbanks in the lowest neighbourhoods, and people living in those
areas were given warnings to be ready for evacuation.

Fig. 2.5

Adam was preoccupied with the weather news those days. He thought many people probably
regarded the flood like Frank, his building’s caretaker—it would come and pass. The city
announced the possibility of shutting down downtown streets if there was further heavy rain,
but even that would be a pleasant short break from everyday work for some. The people of
Ceres had seen a lot of heavy rainfall and flash floods, so they didn’t see any reason to take
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this situation seriously; also, they had put their faith in flood control system that the city was
so proud of.
Adam started reading about dams and flood control measures. He couldn’t distract
himself from thinking about it. He found different historic precedents, and not all of them had
been successful.

Fig. 2.6

One of the earliest methods civilizations used to prevent floods had also been one of the
strangest: human sacrifice. In the time of Zhou emperors’ rule in China, during first and second
millennia BC, they used to have special ceremonies during which young girls were thrown
into flooding rivers to pacify their wildness.1 What a barbaric way of dealing with a flood.
And apparently human sacrifice wasn’t confined to Asia. Nevertheless, Adam was relieved to
read that ancient civilizations used other, more familiar flood control methods as well. Sadd
el-Kafara was one of the earliest stone dams built by the ancient Egyptians back in 2500 BC.
Located approximately nineteen miles south of Cairo, it was envisioned to be as high as fifteen
metres and stretch across a valley nineteen meters wide, but after ten years of progress building
the dam it was itself swept away by a flood it had been meant to prevent.
1

John Withington, 1947- author. Flood: Nature and Culture (London: Reaktion Books, 2013), 117.
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Adam found an illustration of workmen repairing a levee in New Orleans that was dated
March 21, 1863. In the picture, men and women were working with traditional construction
tools. They were building new bulkheads for protecting one part of the city from the threat of
floods created by constant rise of the Mississippi’s water level. The high speed of the currents
had worn away the levee. The image captured the very dynamic physical action of those who
were anticipating an encounter with the great force of the river.1 Adam thought these people
probably had a better understanding of how powerful a flood could be.
Building dams used to be a hard task in old cities, and in many cases the dams weren’t
successful. Adam thought of the many failures that humans had experienced in trying to control
nature—was there yet a completely reliable solution for preventing natural disasters like floods?
For the water department of Ceres, with its new engineering technology, creating an ambitious
flood prevention system shouldn’t have been hard. They had managed to change the path of the
river, redirect its water for irrigation of agricultural lands, and use it for hydro power, and they
were confident that the present control system could prevent any disastrous floods.

Fig. 2.7. Repairing the levees at New Orleans, at the expense of United States government, sketched by an occasional
correspondent, 1863.
1

“Repairing the New Orleans Levee.” Repairing the New Orleans Levee. Web. 24 May 2014.
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At the end of the first week of May it had already rained for ten days. The city announced
restrictions for access to downtown streets for the coming week; they expected lower streets to
be flooded if the rain continued for another week. Warnings in social media were more serious—
people were now preparing for a real emergency. Watching the river’s water level rising every
day, everybody could feel the flood coming closer. There was a shortage of emergency items
such as water pumps and flashlights in supermarkets. Stores were running out of gas heaters
and stoves; power outage was one of the main concerns.
Adam’s firm was located on one of the downtown streets near the river. It was one of
their last workdays before the predicted dates for flooding. Adam and his colleagues were trying
to complete a milestone of the rail transit project, but the progress was very slow. The office
Internet connection was shut down, which made file-sharing harder, so they had to postpone
the completion date of the stations’ design documents again. Morgan wasn’t happy at all. In his
view, the flood warnings and precautions were making a mountain out of a molehill. There was
some extra water in the river and the canal for a week, flooding a number of lower streets, and
that was all. The city had developed a system of flood control for times like this, but they were
still giving warnings; what was the point of the flood system then? Morgan was frustrated that
their working hours had been affected. Adam could totally understand the way Morgan felt. He
himself wasn’t happy that the project was taking so much longer than the expected schedule.
Everybody in the office wanted the flood to be over sooner rather than later, so that they could
get back to normal life.
In the commercial streets near the river, the hours of stores and cafés were reduced.
Buses were running less frequently and in fewer neighbourhoods than usual. Streets in areas
with higher risk of flooding were closed to vehicles, and their residents were given instructions
for evacuating in case of emergency. Some people had already moved to safer places. All the
city was waiting for the flood to pass.
Adam had a feeling of excitement deep down, perhaps because he was curious to see
how the flood control system would work. Spending years studying and working in architecture
had made him think of the city as an organic being, a separate entity from all the people and
individual buildings that it contained. He had the chance to see how the city would react to
nature’s force.
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Adam shared his feelings, his excitement and his anxiety, with Kishar. He told her that
he felt a special vibe among people, something he hadn’t felt before. But Kishar didn’t have
the same feelings. She said that during a flood, people would just become more cautious about
their lives and their belongings. She was tired of those who didn’t think at all about the way
they affected their surroundings. Even over the last few years that the municipality had directed
urban development toward being more sustainable, people in some cases would resist it. They
didn’t want anything to influence their own well-being, even if it was for the benefit of the
whole city. Nobody had really cared about the meadows and natural habitats around their living
environment. Even what the city’s administration had been doing wasn’t always logical; they
had spent a lot more money on creating the flood system than on preserving the natural areas.
Besides, building the dam and creating a big reservoir behind it meant flooding one part of the
lands, displacing animals and birds and creating a huge impact on the natural life of the area.
They hadn’t put serious restrictions on new construction projects. You couldn’t find a pasture
outside the city without an industrial building in sight. In fact, a lot of construction works in
the past ten years had contributed to the flooding—the never-ending townhouse growth, the
over-cultivation of some lands that had left the soil infertile…. Then, they’d built a dam, they’d
changed the natural stream of Acheron River, so that they could control the extra water, all
without considering the environmental consequences. Kishar said maybe it would be better if
the flood was worse than what everybody thought. Maybe it could force everyone to turn back
and take a look at what they had done to their city, to take responsibility for their actions.
Yes, probably some of the city’s population didn’t notice how their environment
was changing, but Adam was surprised at Kishar’s cynical point of view toward people in
general. This area still had a lot of potential for economic growth, and like anywhere else the
developments did have benefits, including attracting more investments. Nobody could blame
others for thinking of their own comfort.
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After his conversation with Kishar, Adam thought about her annoyance. Maybe she was right
that nobody cared for the natural surroundings of the city; otherwise, they would have resisted
the construction of the dam. Adam didn’t know how detrimental it could be to build a high dam
on a natural river. He read about some famous cases. One of them was the construction of New
Melones Dam, which was built on Stanislaus River in California. The purpose of the dam was
to protect communities in the area from flooding, but they also used it for irrigation, industries,
and power production. The problem was that, in order for the project to achieve its goals, the
deepest limestone canyon in the western United States would have to be filled with water, and
with it a famous stretch of whitewater rapids and some important archeological sites. Despite
the protests of a group of environmentalist, the project was finished in 1978. However, protests
continued and the result was seen in 1998, when a governmental campaign was formed to
demolish dams that damaged the environment.1
Adam read another similar story about the construction of Three Gorges Dam on
Yangtze River in China. About 2.5 kilometres long and 180 metres high, it is the largest dam
in the world. Building the dam meant the displacement of at least 1.2 million people, and the
flooding of great natural areas as well as around 1,200 archeological sites. The reservoir began
to fill in 2003 and the main wall of dam was completed in 2006.2

Fig. 2.8. New Melones Dam, Stanislaus River, California.

1
2

Withington, Flood, 122-124.
Ibid.
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Fig. 2.9. Three Gorges Dam, Yangtze River, China.
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It was day thirteen since the rain had started, and it still wouldn’t stop. Near evening that day
Adam was reading the weather forecast as usual. Officials had announced that the amount of
water was close to filling the reservoir. They hadn’t expected this much rain in two weeks. All
floodgates were opened to their full capacity. The city was trying hard to prevent a potential
disaster from happening.

*

*
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The best things can’t be told;
the second best are misunderstood;
the third best are what we talk about.
Heinrich Zimmer
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1

D

of hard rain, Adam spent a lot of time reading about rain and flood.
He had bought a few books about myths and symbols related to water, their importance
in different religions and cultures, as well as some literary pieces. He was eager to learn more
about symbolic and mythological meanings of rain and flood while the city was experiencing
those restless days. Adam was trying to put his excitement into something useful.
uring the two weeks

It was not like our soft English rain that drops gently on the earth; it was unmerciful
and somehow terrible; you felt in it the malignancy of the primitive powers of nature.
It did not pour, it flowed. It was like a deluge from heaven, and it rattled on the roof of
corrugated iron with a steady persistence that was maddening.1
W. Somerset Maugham, “Rain”
In Jack Tresidder’s book, Adam read that rain was the “vital symbol of fecundity,”2 a symbol of
fertility coming from the sky. The primitive man believed that rain was controlled by the divine
power of God. He was the one to decide whether to make the rain a punishment for people on
earth, or to make it delightful and enjoyable, like the early spring rain in Adam’s childhood
memories. In Iranian mythology, people used to dedicate sacrifices to Tishtrya, the god of
rain, who took the form of a white horse, so that he would overcome the drought, embodied
as a black horse. Adam noticed that in many ancient civilizations, rain was thought to pour
from heaven. It was a symbol of purification and refreshment, and it would precipitate growth.
Getting showered by the spring rain, bringing the new cycle of seasons—this might have been
the reason that Adam had always liked it. To get cleansed by it, to be refreshed along with the
earth on which it pours, and to be rejuvenated along with the trees and flowers in spring; this
was what rain would bring for Adam every year.
But this year’s rain had a distinct quality. The sacred merger of the earth and the sky
could also be destructive, causing the deluge. Hard rain and the chance of flood made everybody
1
2

Maugham, W. S., The Trembling of a Leaf: Little Stories of the South Sea Islands (Aucland: Floating Press, 2001), 237.
Tresidder, Symbols and Their Meanings, 110.
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think about the safety of their own house, to look for a safe shelter. Adam read that in ancient
mythologies “humanity out of balance with the divine nature of life symbolically invites flood
or drought.”1 Adam had already felt the imbalance of the life he was living. He wasn’t sure
about the reason yet. Perhaps he could find an answer in the rain, in the flood, and that was why
he wanted to understand more about them. He saw the catastrophic rainfall as an irresistible
presence of nature’s power in people’s lives.

Fig 3.1. Baptism, fourteenth-century French illumination painting, showing
cleansing and fertilizing symbolism of water. (Tresidder 2006, 113)

Reading about water symbolism, Adam realized that in most of the ancient worldviews, water
was a strong emblem of “formless potentiality, dissolution, mingling, cohesion, birth and
regeneration”2 In the old religions of countries where the water resources hadn’t been abundant,
water had been used for purifying rites, such as the ritual of baptism in Christianity and rites
of cleansing with water in Judaism, Islam, and Hinduism. Adam thought some of these rituals
might have still existed in Ceres, but maybe the symbolism and sacredness of water in them
was neglected. When people had easy access to water resources, they might take it for granted
and forget its value. But now water, with its forceful act of heavy rainfall, was showing its other
face to the city. When the city manipulated the river’s path and its surrounding lands with the
flood control system, they probably hadn’t even considered the sacred essence of the water, that
it might become hostile toward humans for not respecting it.
1
2
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One could feel the ruthlessness of nature in the rain during those days; for the city, there
wasn’t any escape from it or the unpleasant results that might follow. Rainwater—a powerful
symbol in all ancient cultures, an entity so sacred that only drops of it were used for cleansing
men of their sins—would people notice its message? Would they be capable of grasping the
transforming impact that it could have?
During his research he came across a fine Japanese print, which left him astonished. He
wanted to know how the artist had gained such a deep understanding of the rain. It was a print
by Hiroshige. His depiction of hard rain with people on the bridge, represented the humility
that it caused for humans. People were small, and their faces weren’t recognizable. Below was
the river and above was the sky of pouring rain. And then there was the bridge and boat; human
built structures that people in the print had relied on for taking them to a safe shore.
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Fig. 3.2. Sudden Shower over Ohashi, by Hiroshige, wood-block print, 1856-8, Japan.
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Adam noticed that in almost all the world’s mythologies, references to a divine flood could be
found, in which gods would decide to destroy all creatures before the repopulation of the earth
in a new age. The most famous one was, of course, the biblical version. Adam had a bible at
home, a gift from a Christian friend. He started reading the book of Genesis. In the biblical
story, by the time humanity had been around for ten generations, God had become desperate as
he saw that “the wickedness of man on earth was great, and that man’s mind was never bent on
anything but evil.”1 There was only one man who was just: Noah. Noah and his family, along
with specimens of all the animals and living creatures on earth, could survive the flood, but for
the rest of the people the end had come, as Yahweh proclaimed: “For after seven days I will
make it rain on earth for forty days and forty nights, and I will blot off the earth every living
creature that I ever made.”2 Noah, his family, and the animals rested upon the top of a mountain
after the flood. They built an altar and gave burnt offerings to God. In return, God promised
that he would never flood the world again. Adam thought that it didn’t seem like God had kept
his promise.3
He was reading an academic paper about Noah’s flood, in which rain had been
interpreted as a symbol of truth coming down from the sky, causing the awakening of a mind
which was ignorant and negligible, the condition from which the truth arose.4 What was the
truth? What were people ignorant about? Was it the way they treated the planet, spreading cities
everywhere, without even considering all the living beings that were not human?

1

Genesis, 6:5 (Moffatt, New Translation).
Gen, 7:4 (MNT).
3
Gen, 6:1- 9:29 (MNT).
4
George Arthur Gaskell. Dictionary of all Scriptures and Myths (New York: Gramercy Books, 1960), 282-283.
2
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Fig. 3.3. “…and every living creature perished” Gen 7:21 (MNT), Noah’s flood as
depicted in one of Gustave Doré, bible illustration 1866.
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Fig. 3.4. Deucalion and Pyrrha throw stones over their shoulders to create
humanity, relief, Parc del Laberint d’Horta, Barcelona.

Adam knew that the biblical story wasn’t the oldest flood myth. He had read Epic of Gilgamesh in
school. In this Babylonian epic, found on a tablet dated 700 BC, one of the heroes, Utnapishtim,
who used to be a king and whom they call “Faraway,” tells a story that is surprisingly similar
to the biblical tale of Noah. Like Noah, Utnapishtim survives a cataclysmic world flood with
his family and other animals.
The Greek version was another famous flood myth that attracted Adam’s attention.
The deluge story of Deucalion, dated back to around fifth century BC, was retold in Ovid’s
Metamorphoses. Gods heard that “the Iron Age succeeded, whose base vein let loose all evil:
modesty and truth and righteousness fled the earth, and in their place came trickery and slyness,
plotting, swindling, violence and the damned desire of having.”1 Jove decided to destroy the
human race. Adam thought how similar all these flood myths were to each other. From all
creatures, only Deucalion, the king of Phthia, and his wife Pyrrha survived. After they saw that
1

Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. Rolfe Humphries (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1983), 7.
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every creature except the two of them had died, they went to the goddess Themis to help them
restore their race. The goddess told them to “throw behind you as you go the bones of your
great mother,” and they realized that the bones of their great mother were the stones of the
earth’s body. They began to throw stones over their shoulders, which took the shape of humans.
Gods gave a chance to humanity to create a rightful world, by restoring the human race
from the stones of the earth. Thinking of the earth as humans’ origin and “great mother” was
pleasant for Adam. He wondered what “rightful” could mean in their time and in their city?
Ceres didn’t have a unifying religion or mythology for directing people’s way of life, as it
used to be in earlier centuries. For Adam the most important thing was his work and the way it
communicated with people. A rightful life for him, then, might mean having respect for all the
natural elements and designing new buildings to conform with them.
The Hindu flood myth was different. It was probably written around seventh century
BC, and it also told the story of a disastrous flood. Manu was the first man, who met the
reincarnation of the god Vishnu as a fish. The fish promised Manu that if he looked after him
until he got bigger, he would save Manu from a great flood that was going to destroy the world.
When the time of the flood was close, the fish told Manu to build a ship. Manu survived the
deluge by getting into the ship, but after that he was the only living thing on earth. The wish to
have children made Manu offer a sacrifice of clarified butter, sour milk, and curds and whey.
After a year a woman was created, and they continued the human race.1
Adam noticed the analogies of the different myths; once again, water brought rebirth
and new life to the earth. God accepted the sacrifice and gave the man a second chance, but
only after the destructive flood had killed all living things and showed the man his weakness.

1

Withington, Flood, 19.
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Fig. 3.5. The Matsya, reincarnation of the god
Vishnu, comes to the rescue of Manu.

Adam read about Egypt again, the land of symbolism, and the significance of flooding in their
culture. In ancient Egypt, every year the flooding of the Nile marked the start of the life cycle,
just like the first moments of creation of the universe, “out of which matter emerged but in
which the world hangs in delicate balance.”1 With the coming of the night, floodwaters would
leave rich silts in the land, a sign of new life. Adam realized that in some of the myths, the flood
signified the end of an age of life. There was no form in waters themselves, but they would
cause the birth of various forms. When the new forms continued to live separately, they were
subject to getting old, changing, and deteriorating over time. As a result, everything has to be
renewed; in this sense the flood symbolized global purification and a new starting point.2 How
beautiful a flood seemed when viewed like this.
Adam himself had already felt the need for a major change in his life, that something
was missing. Maybe the heavy rainfall and the flood could help him realize what he needed.
1

Stephan Quirke, Ancient Egyptian Religion, (New York: Dover Publications, 1997): 20, 50, 57, quoted in Ronnberg, The Book
of Symbols, 50.
2
Ronnberg, The Book of Symbols, 50.
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2

Fig. 3.6

He woke up to the sound of rain hitting his bedroom window that morning. It had now been
pouring continuously for fourteen days. The smell of the grass, the sound of raindrops on the
fresh leaves of the trees, and the joy of getting wet in the rain after months of cold weather—
spring rain always reminded him of his pleasant childhood memories. But this year the rain
had come with a feeling of anxiety from the start, with the expectation of something unusual
about to happen. It was a Wednesday. The office building had been closed for a few days now,
but Adam was supposed to finish one part of the construction documents at home. Morgan had
assigned work to everyone during the days they were off.
Adam’s apartment was on the third floor. Living on the highest floors of a condo tower
had never been desirable for him. He always liked to see the street and people from his window.
However, in his new place what he mostly saw were cars passing by. There weren’t any other
activities happening in the streets around his apartment. The buildings were dispersed and the
area was mainly residential. He would see occasional runners and people walking their dogs
from time to time.
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It was 7:30 in the morning. The heating system had briefly stopped working the night before.
His room felt cold and damp. He got out of the bed and went toward his balcony to take a look
outside. After several days of rain, water had started to leak in from under the balcony door.
Adam had used insulation tape to try and keep the water out. Standing behind the door, he
felt his feet getting wet; water was still coming in. He saw a few cars passing by. There were
streams of water on the surface of the street and sidewalks. The traffic didn’t seem like a normal
day off. Adam thought that if some people were still driving in the area, the roads should be
fine, at least around their neighbourhood. He went to his computer to check the news when he
remembered that the Internet had been down for two days now, so he turned on his cell phone’s
FM radio. In lowest neighbourhoods the city streets were flooded by some inches of water, but
other neighbourhoods were in a good state. The rain was expected to stop in a couple of days.
There were safety tips for areas with higher flood risk, and announcements regarding a number
of roads and streets that were closed temporarily.
Adam took another look outside. The grey clouds seemed closer to the ground. He
could see leaves and branches of trees being carried away with the fast streams of water. The
lawn in front of his building had now turned into a lake. Thinking that the rain would be over
soon and a serious flooding threat may never have existed, he now wanted to see the raging
water of the canal. He put on his rain jacket and boots, grabbed his car keys, and went out to the
parking lot. Frank wasn’t in the building that day. He probably couldn’t have driven there from
his house in the west end of the city. Streams of water were coming down from the parking
ramp and flowing beneath the cars, and there were water puddles everywhere on the floor. Most
of his neighbours hadn’t left the building—their cars were all there.
After starting his car engine, he turned on the radio and drove into the street. An official
from the water department was explaining the initiatives that they had undertaken to curb the
huge amount of water from the snowmelt and heavy rain during last two weeks. After that there
were some updated warnings. Adam was listening alertly. This time the warnings sounded
more serious. They advised people to put within reach their emergency kits, food items, and
other equipment needed in case of flooding. The official talking on the radio emphasized the
importance of avoiding unnecessary trips, especially in areas with lower elevations and closer
to the bodies of water. Apparently the water had reached some new streets of the city. The
official continued, saying that no attempts should be taken to walk or drive in moving water.
In case of flash flood, everyone should move to higher ground immediately.1 Adam wondered,
What if it’s bigger than what everybody thought?
He was on his way toward the ring road along the main canal, an artificial branch of the
river that started near the dam. On the radio, someone listed the routes that were unsafe for
1

“Flood Safety Tips, Flood Preparation, Flood Readiness -- National Geographic.” National Geographic. Web. 22 May 2014.
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driving, even for emergency trips—six inches of moving water can make a person fall, and two
feet of rushing water can carry most of vehicles, including SUVs.1 Were there any places in the
city with two feet of rushing water on the roads?
All the floodgates were open at their maximum capacity. Adam thought there should
have been a lot of water in that canal. On his way to the ring road, he scanned the streets. Two
weeks of rain had changed the colour of everything. The colours of the trees, the houses—even
the sidewalk—looked more saturated. He was driving through some low-density residential
neighbourhoods where there had been a power failure a few nights ago. Nobody was out.
Heavy rain, grey sky, and no lights made the neighbourhood much darker than a normal rainy
morning, or maybe it was just the way Adam was seeing it. It looked like the buildings were all
scared of something terrible. Adam felt distressed thinking about the people who lived in those
houses.
He was almost there. The ring road was among the unsafe routes, but to his surprise
there were other cars going in the same direction. He knew it wouldn’t be safe to drive along
the canal at this time, but something was dragging him forward; he wanted to see the water.
What were the other people doing there? Didn’t they know about the warnings? Maybe the city
had announced the warnings of preparation for an emergency very late. Perhaps others were
curious like Adam to see the violent water, or perhaps they were making their normal trips,
thinking that nothing would go wrong.

*

1

*

*

“National Weather Service Weather Forecast Office.” Turn Around Don’t Drown. Web. 25 May 2014.
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The danger of it was at once apparent. This was no ordinary downpour. Even the first streaks
from the sky were things that lashed and kicked the dust out of the ground with a vicious
deliberation.1
Mervyn Peake, Gormenghast

It was wild, as if the canal were crashing its bed and moving everything in its way. Large
branches of trees were floating up and down violently with the river’s stream. Earlier, Adam
had heard on the radio that raging water could wash out the roadbed. He was driving in the
opposite direction of the canal’s stream. The canal was on the left side of the road, and some
rocky hills were on the right. He used to take this route from time to time, to drive to Akkad
and visit his parents. The area was used mostly for farming. That morning nothing on the road
looked familiar to Adam, as though the torrential rain and unruly waters of the canal were even
changing the landscape. He was startled by the amount of water in the canal. The thought came
to his mind that maybe the city officials were not completely aware of the danger.
He was driving very slowly. Wider streams of water began to appear on the road’s surface;
water was flowing down from rocky hills on the right too. He couldn’t believe his eyes: he
could actually see the canal’s water rising every minute. Now there were whole trees floating
in the canal and crashing into each other. After a while, other cars in front of him began to
slow down; he had to stop. The road was drenched and it made it harder to get the car to brake
properly. Adam was worried. He saw other people waiting in their cars. All that he could hear
were the sounds of water—raindrops falling on the windshield and the roof, water streams on
the road, and, loudest of all, the furious water in the canal. He opened the door for a moment
and saw the streams of water rushing beneath him on the road’s surface.

1

Mervyn Peake, Gormenghast (Random House, Printing: Vintage C1968, 1998), 401.
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Deucalion and Pyrrha throw stones over their shoulders to create humanity, relief, Parc del Laberint d’Horta- Barcelona

Fig. 3.7
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Others started to turn around. The radio had been on the whole time, but Adam wasn’t listening
anymore. He was shocked by the scene around him. It was as if he were waiting for someone
or something to tell him what to do. He remembered his conversation with Kishar about a
week ago: “maybe this city needs to be hit by something bigger.” He called her to see how they
were doing in their neighbourhood. Kishar was living in her parents’ house in an old district of
downtown, some streets farther from the river. She answered with a frightened voice. She said
that the water was advancing toward the streets very fast, that people had started evacuating
their houses. They didn’t know where this much water was coming from. Kishar was certain
that nobody, including the city officials, had expected this. Listening to her, Adam thought
of the railway transit project and all its frenzy, the construction documents that needed to be
finished before the end of summer. Kishar said that she had to go and the call dropped.
Adam was still holding on to the phone, watching all the cars turning around in a
hurry. Now he could see in the distance that parts of the road had been swept away, and the big
signs that read “ROAD CLOSED DUE TO FLOODING.” Police officers were running and
shouting at the drivers who hadn’t moved their cars. The canal was overflowing its banks. It
was happening right in front of his eyes.
Behind the wheel, in a matter of seconds, Adam thought of all the special places in the
city that he knew, flooded with rushing water. How frightening they would all be now:
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the Acheron River and downtown streets around it;

Fig. 3.8
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the suburban streets where railway transit was being constructed;

Fig. 3.9
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the old stone bridge with the flood gauge;

Fig. 3.10
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the sidewalk park and his favourite bench close to the yoga class;

Fig. 3.11
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the house of the old couple;

Fig. 3.12
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the street of the firm;

Fig. 3.13
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and his own apartment…

Fig. 3.14
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One of the police officers hurried to Adam’s car, yelling something. Water was dripping from
his hat; he had a yellow raincoat on and an emergency light in his hand. The dam had broken.

*
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We need to work out a whole new world view, based on a timely renewal of more primitive
conceptions of man and nature, based on the idea of the earth as whole and limited.
Richard Falk
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I

been three days since he had gotten any sleep. Every time that he closed his eyes,
trying to get some rest, he would see the raging river. They were in an industrial building,
located on a hilltop close to the ring road. Around sixty people had taken shelter there. Adam
hadn’t been able to drive out of the moving water on the road; it’d been too late. The water rose
so fast that he and some other drivers had to abandon their cars and go toward the top of the
hill, where police officers directed them. The rain had finally stopped a day ago, but going out
of the building and moving through the city wasn’t possible. The emergency department would
provide them with canned food, drinking water, and heating equipment until the water receded.
Cell phones didn’t work and nobody had been able to contact their family members. A number
of people in the shelter were those who had abandoned their cars, and others were farmers and
local families from the area.
The building wasn’t the perfect shelter. It used to be a fabric mill many years ago,1 but
at present local farmers were using it for storing crop seeds. There were no bathrooms inside,
so they built a primitive cabin with plastic panels and logs in a corner of the hall. Everybody
was supposed to dump the waste outside of the building. The ground was cold for sleeping on
at night, and they didn’t have enough heaters for all the space. There weren’t enough blankets
for everyone, either. Early spring nights were always cold in Ceres.
Adam was trying to help the others in any way he could, in order to keep them
calm, but with the severity of what that happened it wasn’t easy. Nobody had expected these
conditions. Adam had never been an extroverted person, but here all of a sudden he was feeling
compassionate toward everyone. During those days he constantly spoke with his shelter mates
about their lives, listening to them most of the time and sometimes telling them of his own
life. He would talk to people about their professions, their families, their homes, and would try
to keep the conversation away from the flood. The amazing thing was that he could connect
to everybody very easily. It surprised him, as if he were discovering new territories of his
personality after twenty-nine years. Being with sixty other people under one roof for three
nights, in a city that had just undergone one of its worst disasters to date, it was more like he
1
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himself had sixty-one different bodies.
Officials gave them radios so that they could listen to the latest updates. Many houses
had already been evacuated, and further evacuation was in progress. Thousands of people
had to leave everything behind and stay in shelters, but at least they were safe. Hundreds of
buildings weren’t fit to be used anymore. Fourteen people were reported dead, which marked
the flood as the deadliest natural disaster in the region. The damage to buildings in some parts
of the city had been so extensive that they needed at least a year to be restored. Many dikes on
the river and its distributary had burst. Conditions were worst in some neighbourhoods in the
northwestern parts of the city, where the floodwater was up to four feet deep.
Among all the people in the shelter there was a four-year-old girl with her mother.
Adam and everyone else were amazed by the approach the mother took with her little girl
during those days. She tried to convince her daughter that nothing terrible had happened. She
told her that they were staying there just for a couple of days to learn about different crop seeds
and the way they were going to be planted; they wanted to learn how the food they ate was
being produced. She even asked one of the farmers to talk to her daughter about the process of
planting the seeds. Their conversation not only distracted the girl, it made others forget about
everything for a few moments too. It was very pleasant for Adam to see this happening in the
midst of all the calamity, as though this little girl was spreading her joy of life to everyone.
Since the morning the flooding began, Adam had been in a state of awe. He didn’t
have any previous experience with such a large-scale disaster. He could have never imagined a
flood to be so astonishing, so powerful that it could paralyze all life in a city. He’d seen footage
of great floods before, but being part of it, he had now felt the controlling force of something
bigger than all humans.
Adam lost the track of time during those days. At times he was thinking of the past,
and how his life had changed after moving to Ceres. Every once in a while random scenes
from earlier years came to life in front of his eyes. Once, he remembered a time during his
childhood when his father was trying to teach him to swim. He was afraid of deep water, afraid
of drowning. His father didn’t succeed in teaching him to swim on his own. Later in his teens
he could overcome his fear, but water always had two contrasting sides for him, enjoyable and
daunting.

*

*
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While staying at the shelter Adam remembered a part in a book he had read that he could
understand better now:
You know, I think if people stay somewhere long enough, the spirits will begin to speak
to them. It’s the power of the spirits coming up from the land. The spirits and the old
powers aren’t lost, they just need people to be around long enough and the spirits will
begin to influence them.1
Gary Snyder, The Practice of the Wild
The native chief who talked to Gary Snyder knew that all the spirits came from nature. In the
chief’s view natural spirits of a place never got lost, it was only the attachment of people to their
land that made them visible. The flood made Adam realize the importance of his attachment to
the place where he was living, as if the flood revealed all of nature’s spirits to him.
In the shelter Adam had the chance to contemplate the city and its natural surroundings
with a broader view. He thought about how the urban and natural parts of the city had all been
affected by the flood in the same way, showing that everything in the urban area, natural or
man-made, was connected and created a unity. The flood was awe-inspiring—nobody would
have thought a heavy rainfall could bring the city to its knees. Maybe for Adam and all the
others in the shelter, that building wasn’t only a physical shelter. It might also be a shelter from
the lifestyle that people had maintained in the city, alienated from its natural essence; a shelter
from the inattentive activities of the city’s administration toward the land, the river, and the
trees.
For Adam, those three days weren’t a time of anticipation about seeing the destruction
in the city—they were a time for rethinking. The building for seed storage became a place for
planting hope for the city’s reconstruction with a new vision. The girl who was told she was
there to learn about crops became a symbol for the generation that was going to build the future
of Ceres. Adam thought maybe she wouldn’t follow the same lifestyle of her parents, forgetful
1

Gary Snyder, The Practice of the Wild: Essays (San Francisco: North Point Press, 1990), 39.
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of her environment. Maybe she once again would begin to respect the territory of natural
meadows, the rivers, and the green hills. Maybe she would notice the value of the city’s
connection with the natural areas, while having distinct boundaries to keep them unharmed.
Maybe she would see the futility of vast suburban neighbourhoods connected to each other by
highways.
Adam remembered the myths he had read about the flood, which showed him that
flooding wasn’t just the destruction; it could bring good as well. Adam thought of his new
perception that a flood could create for people. It could be a message telling them to stop
their greed and their selfishness in making use of nature and its resources. Adam could see
the desire for more in urban development. Smaller towns around Ceres were spreading along
the highways, as if they wanted to occupy larger parts of the area. Ceres had seemed willing
to devour all smaller settlements of the region to make itself bigger. Adam remembered
how Gary Snyder had written about the problem of “self-seeking human ego”1 in his book.
Snyder observed that human ego, rather than reflecting nature, is formed a State to control the
environment in all countries. Civilization’s presumption that it could bring order to everything
was what that threatened humanity’s connection with nature.
After the flood Adam felt his life was never going to be the same as before. He felt
like a newborn baby, like he had to start toddling and learning to walk again. Now he could
understand what Alan Dundes meant with his interpretation of the significance of a flood in
different world mythologies. In Dundes’ view, a flood was a projection of human birth with all
its detail, since every infant comes into the world from a flood of amniotic fluid.2

Fig. 4.2. Flood, a projection of human birth, since every
infant comes into the world from a “flood” of amniotic
fluid.
1
2

Ibid, 92.
Alan Dundes, ed., The Flood Myth (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), 1.
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After three days the water had receded enough that they could leave the building. Residents of
areas with higher levels of water were transported to another shelter until the flooding receded
further. Officials were using airboats to move people through flooded areas. Some, like Adam,
whose houses were in neighbourhoods with better conditions, were actually able to reach their
houses and see the damage or take things that they needed before moving to other shelters. The
emergency officials gave them flood boots and inflated boats to move through the city. All the
people from the crop seed building were extremely impatient to know about their families, and
to see the extent of damage at their properties. They had to face reality eventually. People didn’t
even dare to talk much when they were about to see the destruction.
Going toward his apartment, Adam now saw how the flood had changed the city. There
weren’t enough boats for everyone to go through the flooded streets, and Adam decided to
walk in the water and see the aftermath. He took one of the streets toward the river downtown,
and after ten minutes the water was up to his knees. He passed along the stone bridge with the
flood gauge—it was collapsed. A hundred metres past it, a group of city officials and workers
were busy setting up a temporary steel structure, to make crossing possible for pedestrians and
light vehicles. The stone bridge was one of the main bridges that connected the two sides of
downtown. Later Adam realized another bridge toward the western side of the river had also
collapsed.
He was closer to his office’s street and the commercial buildings now. There was water
everywhere, as if the river had decided to occupy every street in the city. You couldn’t find a
dry spot. Debris flow had crushed the lower glass panels of some stores and cafés. Everywhere
were broken trees, bent posts, and abandoned cars. Dumpsters had been overturned, and floating
garbage had created a strong smell in parts of the street, as if you could smell the infection of
the city caused by the flood.
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Some streets where the water was higher were open only to emergency officials. All the people
from those areas had already been evacuated. One of the officials asked Adam what he was
doing there. The official told him that he was not allowed to walk in that area, and requested
that he go back. Adam knew that floodwater is highly contaminated and could cause serious
infections. He changed his route but still wanted to see other neighbourhoods.
The flooded streets empty of people had a serene quality. Everything was still and
quiet, and all Adam could hear was the sound of his walking through the water, making circular
waves. The reflections of buildings on the surface of the water created unique scenes, like an
upside-down city shown in a huge mirror. He passed in front of the excavation site of a business
tower he used to know; it was jammed with flood debris. The construction site reminded him
of his firm’s projects. He wondered how long it would take to reconstruct the city, let alone
complete the unfinished projects.
Now he was walking toward his own condo, and the water level was getting lower.
Some families were moving out whatever they could use from their houses, houses that likely
couldn’t be occupied again for months. Adam passed in front of a house whose roof had
collapsed, and there was no way of getting in. A woman, maybe around sixty, with her clothes
wet up to the arms, was weeping in front of the house, saying that she had lost everything. A
young man, probably her son, was trying to console her, telling her that this had happened to
entire city, that they couldn’t have done anything to prevent it; his own eyes were full of tears.
Watching the scene, Adam was heartbroken. Everybody in the street looked bewildered and
weakened. Even the firefighters who were helping people had an uncertain look on their faces.
A little further Adam saw a middle-aged father sitting on an inflated couch, staring into space,
looking exhausted, probably from the chaos of the past few days. His wife and two children,
who looked to be around fourteen and sixteen, were putting some boxes full of whatever useful
things had been left intact on a boat. One of the children was asking her mother worriedly when
they could move back to their house again. Down the street a reporter from the national TV
news was interviewing a woman. The woman was saying that they thought they had it pretty
bad, but after knowing about some neighbourhoods they realized that they had been lucky.
Rescue teams and volunteers were helping people, bringing food and water for those
who hadn’t left their houses. Electricity and running water were shut off in many parts of the
city, and people who had preferred to stay needed all kinds of supplies. Amid all this, Adam
saw a teenage girl trying desperately to catch her Pomeranian in the water. She was crying.
Adam ran to help her and caught the dog. The girl walked away hugging her small dog, both
drenched in water.
Two blocks farther on, a groups of volunteers were helping people evacuate a nursing
home. They were being taken to a shelter by truck. Two young boys were carrying an old
woman in her wheelchair. Clinging to her blanket, she was telling one of them that she had left
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all her medications inside her suite; the boy assured her that he would take them. Among the
volunteers who were slowly walking other elderly people down the flooded sidewalk to the
vehicles, Adam recognized a familiar face—Kishar. She came over to talk to him. She said
that these people had been amazing. They had been so understanding about the situation. There
were hardly any complaints for the lack of help. It’s been like everyone was a part of the rescue
team. Over three thousand houses were evacuated, and there were still people who needed to
be moved to the shelters, but they had already started helping each other instead of waiting for
others. Kishar was overwhelmed by the spirit among the people.
Adam asked her how he could join the volunteers.

*
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Walking in the streets, Adam had seen how the flood exposed the fragility and vulnerability of
the city. The natural disaster made everybody feel humbled. People realized that all the things
they owned and their very lives could vanish very easily. Now their everyday concerns before
the flood seemed very insignificant. Adam and Kishar saw how at a time like this everybody
became aware of the great importance of the community. People had started helping each other
more than any other time before. Arrogance and self-centredness were washed away by the
flood.
In the myths that Adam had read about, survival of a flood was usually dependent
on the power of premonition or a warning from another unusual source—things like a divine
vision or a deity in a dream. It seemed like survival depended on being truthful, being just, and
“walking with god”1 like Noah, and like Deucalion and Pyrrha. After seeing the destruction
in the city, Adam thought that Ceres’ survival of the flood was dependent on acceptance of
nature’s power. Now he realized it was also seeing nature’s strong presence in their lives and
appreciating its gifts that could save people.

1

Ronnberg, The Book of Symbols, 50.
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It had been two months since Adam and the firm had started co-operating with the reconstruction
operation in the city. The priority was building roofs over the heads of those who had lost their
houses.
One day at work they were analyzing the areas with highest rates of destruction. One
of them was a neighbourhood near the route of the unfinished railway project, where a lot of
houses were in bad condition after the flood. Adam recognized the area. It was where the old
couple lived. The flood had stopped the progress of the railway construction, and he didn’t
know anything about them after that.
Adam went to see the house later that day. The water had receded enough to make the
area traversable. He wanted to see if they were still there. It took him hours to find the place.
The house looked deserted, and parts of its roof were wrecked. All houses in the neighbourhood
were still vacant. Adam had heard that a number of the fatalities from the flood occurred around
this area. He remembered the railway project; the city had finally decided to continue the
project, and the old couple would be forced to leave. Thinking about the city’s decision while
he was looking at the destruction in the area was painful for him. He drove to the closest
emergency centre and introduced himself as the old woman’s nephew from another city. He
told an officer that he hadn’t heard any news from them for the last two months. He knew their
names, and managed to convince the officer to check the list of fatalities.
While the officer was communicating the information about the bodies, along with his
deepest regrets, Adam thought about how the couple had fulfilled their wish of dying in their
own neighbourhood.
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The bodies had been found in a truck near their house. Apparently they were two of the last
people to evacuate the morning of the flood, but once they drove into the street they had been
caught in the violent water, and being in one of the lowest areas of land in the city, they had
drowned in their truck.
That man and woman were all that Adam was thinking about that day. He remembered
the story of Baucis and Philemon as it was told by Ovid: Zeus and Hermes went to visit a town.
The gods, who were disguised as normal peasants, were looking for a place to stay overnight.
But nobody accepted them, until they reached the house of Baucis and Philemon, a married
couple who were old and poor but a lot more generous than any other family in the town. After
accepting their guests and giving them food and wine, the old couple realized that they were
hosting gods. They praised them in supplication and pleaded to them for their bliss. The gods
advised them to go on the mountain. Going to the top of the mountain, Baucis and Philemon
looked back and saw that all the town was flooded, and that Zeus had changed their cottage
into a temple. Zeus granted them the wish to be the guardians of the temple after the flood. The
couple also asked to die together. When the time of their deaths arrived, they were transformed
into a pair of intertwining trees, an oak and a linden.1
For Adam the old couple were among those rare people who had developed spiritual
value for their living place, which is why they rejected the displacement. Their house was an
ordinary old suburban house, but it was where they had established their home. Adam thought
the flood brought goodness for them. It stopped the progress of the railway construction, and
took back the pure spirits of the old couple; it made their wish of dying at their own home come
true.

1

Ovid, Metamorphoses, 200.
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Fig. 4.6. Zeus and Hermes in the house of Philemon and
Baucis.Adam Elsheimer, c1608, Dresden.
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Fig. 4.7. Landscape for Baucis and Philemon, David Ligare, 1984.
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Working closely with the reconstruction department for two months, Adam could wholly
grasp the scale of the disaster. The flood had struck so unexpectedly that a lot of people didn’t
have time to prepare for it. There weren’t enough warnings in the media before it happened,
and nobody expected the dam to fail. Officials as well as the population in general realized too
late. Many people got trapped in their houses for days, waiting for help. Some, like Adam, were
caught by the flood on roads and streets. It also took a while for the city to start the evacuation
and the rescue operation. However, the city was soon assisted by other areas. Groups of
volunteers and equipment started to arrive a few days after the disaster.
The dam failure had been caused by large volumes of snow melting and by the
continuous heavy rainfall, unprecedented for over two centuries; three months’ worth of rain
had fallen in only two weeks. The flood control system wasn’t designed for this much water. The
water had almost overtopped the dam and had finally made it fail. Seventy thousand people’s
lives were affected by the flood. In lower neighbourhoods, around five thousand houses were
evacuated, some of which weren’t suitable to live in anymore.
It was the evening of the day that Adam found out about the old couple’s deaths. He
was driving toward his apartment. He thought of an evening like this two months earlier, when
he had walked to his apartment for the first time after the flood. He had stayed with Kishar
and other volunteers in an emergency centre for a couple of nights, helping victims. In their
neighbourhood the state of things had been much better. A number of temporary shelters had
been set up in the area, although they hadn’t had any power. There had been notes on some
houses asking for electricity and gas. Some of the people in neighbouring houses had been busy
draining water from their basements with water pumps. When he had arrived at his building’s
entrance, the sloped ramp toward the underground parking lot had grabbed his attention. It had
been covered with mud and tree branches. The parking floor had been almost filled with water.
He’d watched as two cars slowly floated toward and hit each other on the water’s surface, as if
they were alive. The building had seemed intact. Adam had left his keys in the car on the day
of flooding and didn’t expect the caretaker, Frank, to be there, he’d had to break in…
He entered the apartment with his new keys. His thoughts were still with the old
couple’s house. He went to the balcony and looked outside like he used to do every day. The
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balcony faced west, toward the ocean, although it was too far away to be seen from there. The
setting sun was granting its last shining rays to the sky. Adam liked to see the river, but from
here he didn’t have a good view. What he was seeing instead was the view of the street from
two months ago, when flood could still be felt. His eyes were locked on a white dove sitting
on a broken tree branch, down in the middle of street. He thought about how this bird had been
free all this time from the chaos on the earth.
He couldn’t stand being in the apartment anymore.
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One day, while worshiping, it was suddenly revealed to me that everything is Pure Spirit.
The utensils of worship, the altar, the door frame—all Pure Spirit. Men, animals, and other
living beings—all Pure Spirit. Then like a madman I began to shower flowers in all directions.
Whatever I saw I worshiped.
Shri Ramakrishna
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W

of the ceremony’s beginning, the plaza in front of the building
was full of people. Each person was holding a flower or a candle. Families of some of
the victims had their pictures in hand.
The mayor was the first person to speak. He talked about people’s bravery and high
spirits at the time of the disaster, during the aftermath, and, most importantly, during the period
of the city’s reconstruction over the last two years. He thanked everyone for being so patient
and co-operative with the city officials. Then he talked about municipality’s determination for
restoring the financial stability of Ceres, and about plans for improving the city’s economy
and its green development for the future. The next person to speak was the head of the water
department; he spoke of the progress of the new dam construction, and the robust structure
that was being used for building it. He talked about the exceptional weather conditions that
had caused the dam failure at the time of the disaster. For the new dam they had enlarged the
volume of the reservoir, and the new dam’s wall would be among the highest in the continent.
He claimed that with the latest measures in progress, Ceres was becoming one of the pioneers
in flood control infrastructure. He thanked people for their endeavours to get the city back on
its feet.
After that, Adam’s boss went up to talk about the memorial building. He talked
about the concept of the project, and the inspirations for the design. The building was built to
commemorate the city’s resistance against the flood. It was dedicated to the victims who had
lost their lives and to the families who had lost their houses. At the end, he mentioned the names
of the people who had worked really hard on the memorial project. He thanked Morgan, who
was standing nearby, for doing the major part of the design. Adam’s name wasn’t mentioned.
Adam was with Kishar among the people when they opened the building. Above the
entrance in large letters was written “CERES FLOOD MEMORIAL.” Kishar was curious to
see how the building had changed. In one corner of the courtyard there was a big oak tree from
the old site, which they had kept. Kishar saw Adam walk toward the tree, light a candle, and
put it by its side. She did the same. A few other people started to put their offerings by the tree,
or on its branches.
After several minutes the tree and part of the ground below it were covered in pictures,
notes, ribbons, flowers, and candles.
ithin twenty minutes
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It had started about five months after the flood. Adam found an old house downtown, with a
view to the river. The house was in good condition, yet Adam had spent a month renovating
some parts of it. From the window of his new house, he could always see people passing by,
the street life, as well as the constant flow of the river. It was not as quiet as his apartment, but
he felt more alive here.
While packing his stuff he found some of his projects from his school days. He started
reviewing his works, forgetting all about packing. They all seemed very odd, very different
even from what he remembered of them. He found a small booklet entitled Kandinsky’s Retreat.
It was the house he had designed for Kandinsky in the Egyptian desert. What an interesting
and crazy idea. He had forgotten all about this project. He remembered finishing it in a day and
printing it as a booklet for his own record. In that moment, Adam missed the cool things he’d
had the time and energy to do when he was a student.
Adam had been thinking for a while of designing a flood monument. He kept ignoring
the idea because he knew there would be almost no chance of getting it built, but at the same
time he was so excited about it that he couldn’t put it aside. With seeing what he had designed
for Kandinsky, his determination for doing the project became stronger. He even had a perfect
site in mind for it.
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There was talk that the city intended to build a memorial building. Adam had started his
own design for the monument before the city even announced the competition. Only one
entry could be submitted on behalf of each architectural office. Adam showed his drawings to
Kishar; she liked his idea and encouraged him to show it to his boss. He knew that in order to
submit it for the competition he would have to adjust many parts to follow the requirements.
It also had to be on behalf of their firm, so his boss would have to be the first one to approve
it. This meant going through a lot of changes.
Adam’s boss wanted to submit an entry for the competition, but they hadn’t started
the design yet. Adam showed his project to him, and his boss expressed an interest in the idea.
The firm started working on it as a group. But at a certain point in the process, Adam realized
the main intention of his design was fading.
The very first idea for the monument building came to Adam after he found out about
the old couple’s deaths. Adam wanted to build a monument in their neighbourhood, where
the level of water had been highest in all the city. So the monument would be a place for
registering the flood, a place that had itself already been flooded, a place where the old couple
had wished to stay until the end of their lives, as they actually did. Adam tried to convince
his boss and Morgan to change the site of the project, and to explain the reason for choosing
their own site in the submission entry. But they thought Adam’s design was too abstract to be
accepted. It wouldn’t meet the city’s objectives for the memorial. Also, without following the
competition requirements they didn’t have much chance to win.
The design that Adam had come up with would be located in the park near the old
couple’s house, where their favourite oak tree was standing. The park was rather big, and it
had a peninsula shape by the river. As a result, Adam could consider using a water stream in
the site that poured into river. The monument was a landscape design with a reservoir created
at the mouth of the stream. It was an episodic design, meaning one would start from the entry
path and visit different parts of the monument—a bit like an art gallery exhibit. A continuous
berm separated the reservoir and the stream from the rest of the park for the time of flooding.
The two edges of the stream mouth inside the reservoir were connected with three bridges
on three different levels. When the water was at a natural level visitors could descend to the
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lowest shore inside the reservoir. They would pass over the stream through a broken-looking
concrete bridge, leading them to the other side of the shore where a house was located. The
house was a smaller replica of the old couple’s house which would be flooded each time the
water level raised.
The second bridge, located on a higher level than the house, was an enclosed bridge
made of timber and shaped like upside-down boat. Three hallways connected together would
make a gallery of photos of the flood, a permanent exhibition of what had happened to the city.
If water level continued to raise, the second bridge would also go under water. With ascending
to the level of the berm again, visitors would reach the river’s edge and they would pass over
the third bridge. The final stop was a small square with benches, placed on the other side of the
highest bridge with the oak tree in the centre of it. There was a small wooden structure around
the tree’s trunk where people could tie a ribbon in memory of the victims and all that the flood
had brought to the city. Circular benches around the tree made it the centre of focus; the oak
tree, as the symbol of strength, as the symbol of harmony with nature, accepting whatever
nature brings to us, and learning from it.

Fig. 5.1. Location map of the flood monument.
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Fig. 5.3
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Fig. 5.5
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Fig. 5.6
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Fig. 5.7
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Fig. 5.8

Fig. 5.9
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Fig. 5.10

Fig. 5.11
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Fig. 5.13

Fig. 5.14
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Fig. 5.15. Section a-a

Fig. 5.16. Section a-a
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Fig. 5.17. Section b-b

Fig. 5.18. Section b-b
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Fig. 5.19. Section c-c

Fig. 5.20. Section c-c
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For implementing every change in the project, Adam had long conversations with his boss
and Morgan. Their point of view was that the city design committee wanted the memorial as
a tribute to the victims, as a celebration of the city’s new life. They wanted to highlight the
reconstruction of the city, rather than its natural features. They thought that the way Adam had
designed the monument made it more a place in commemoration of the flood itself, as though it
was a desired happening. The site that the municipality had chosen was on one side of the main
city plaza, downtown and close to the river. Their goal was obvious: they wanted the building
to be an icon for the city’s resilience, to be seen by everybody. It was during the time that they
were preparing the competition vignettes that Adam asked his boss not to include his name in
the design team anymore.
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The firm’s entry was selected for the memorial. Along with the start of the memorial building
construction, the city started working on the public railway transit again. Soon after that time,
Adam separated from the firm. In working on the reconstruction of houses after the flood, he
found some other young architects interested in renovation. They started to work with a group
of local builders as a small practice. They would get projects from all sorts—houses damaged
by the flood, old industrial buildings in lower neighbourhoods that were abandoned and could
be renovated as affordable condos, even landscape design of empty lots with no use but storing
garbage. His new job wasn’t as rewarding as his work in the firm, yet he was working in direct
contact with the city’s community. They could build things that were much more simple, more
economical, and more in the way that people wanted. Hearing about people’s needs, showing
them how to make the most of their land and their old building, and talking to them about his
architectural views, these were his favourite parts of his new work.
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An hour after the memorial ceremony, they were seated on his favourite wooden bench by the
river. The sky was getting cloudy; it was a nice warm afternoon in late March. The river was
flowing smoothly. Adam looked at the water, trying to draw an impression of its moving stream
with his pen.
Raindrops started to blur the ink on the paper.
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Fig. 5.21
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T

which I discuss in this thesis is derived mainly from the culture
with which I was raised. In Persian culture and tradition, nature has a strong presence
in people’s everyday life. Iranian calendar is an ancient solar calendar coordinated based on
the changes of the seasons throughout the year. Every year Iranians have a festive on the last
night of autumn which is the longest night of the year, and starting from the day after that
nights become shorter. In fact we celebrate longer hours of the sun in the sky, which gives us
enough light to see our environment; we celebrate the natural light that make us aware of our
surroundings. We also celebrate the first day of spring which is the first day of Iranian New
Year; it is the first day of a season when flowers start blooming, when trees dormancy period
comes to an end and they start growing green again. We celebrate the rejuvenation and rebirth
of nature everywhere around us. Living in a culture like this, being mindful of the changes in
our natural environment, in my view, is one of the most important aspects of the architecture
profession.
The specific attitude of Iranians to nature is originated from Iran’s natural conditions,
which is mostly desert and mountainous landscape; in this country water resources and gardens
are considered nature’s gifts. This could be read in Persian traditional palaces in desert landscape,
where the use of water streams and green spaces in a central courtyard create a small paradise.
Living in an environment where there wasn’t enough natural resources, Iranians devised ways
to create their favorable living conditions with the smart use of the least that was available.
Meanwhile, Iran is not a country covered only with dry lands; toward the North and along the
Caspian Sea, the climate is mild and humid creating around 7,000 square mile of forest. Along
Zagros Mountains toward the west as well as in some areas in Northwest and Northeast, the land
is mountainous and in parts covered with Forest steppes. Therefore, across the country people
have access to different climates and various natural surroundings; this has made Iranians more
conscious of different states of their natural environment. The broad knowledge of our planet’s
different natural conditions which nowadays is obtainable through internet, through different
forms of media and also through easy ways of travelling around the world, existed long ago
in Iran in smaller scale. Coming from Iranian culture, in this thesis my attempt was to create a
universal gateway to the contemporary comprehension of the environment as well as keeping
he view toward nature
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alive the symbolism and mythology of natural elements in ancient cultures.
Every year we are facing more restrictions in the use of natural resources. Just during
recent years we learned that the existence of insects that make pollination possible is endangered;
a peril for the production of the world’s food. But this issue could be solved with the use
of advance agriculture technology, and with attentive treatment of bees and other pollinating
insects. Similarly, the fundamental element of water is now something that is more or less
“manufactured” in many parts of the world. In summary, examples like this show that the pure
and unchangeable entity which once was called “Nature” no longer exists; a fact that forces us
to think about nature differently. We are bound to see nature as closely interdependent to our
industrial and technological abilities. The interpretation of terms used for describing nature in
earlier centuries is being shaken in our time, and I believe for understanding the essence of these
changes, it’s vital to know the way nature was perceived by our ancestors. Only by learning
the history of our connection with nature can we adapt ourselves and our buildings to the new
requirements of living on earth in the third millennium.
“Tales of a Flood” reads best as a cautionary tale. It is a tale that at the end is projected as a story
of redemption, the redemption of the architect in his profession. Adam is transformed through
the story. He is changed from an architect who is preoccupied with his ego to someone in
direct connection with his community and his environment. This transformation of the architect
ultimately is manifested in the design of the monument, which is intended to demonstrate the
new attitude of the appropriate relationship of architect, community and environment. In the
design, I have used water and flooding as a vehicle that encapsulates all aspects of nature;
the flood stands for nature’s position when it is beyond our control. Finally, the design of the
monument is in the form of a park and like any other park it becomes a negotiation between
nature and human interference, an attempt to create an idealised world.
At the same time, the monument also stands as a work of art; it is an intervention in
the natural landscape of the stream and the existing green space that speaks to the community
about its relationship to nature. The elements of the monument are primarily the replica of
the old couple’s house and the three bridges. The house is deconstructed and shows how the
old couple’s beliefs have become a relic itself; and this emerges as the most telling part of the
monument. It sends out this message that despite the dynamic of the site, the old couple’s beliefs
endure. The opening to the sky and the basin in the middle of the house which is connected to
the stream, create a place that is open to what comes from nature. During a flood, the house is
flooded from within by the basin. Over time the house is intended to become a part of the park
itself, as expressed by the vegetation which grows on its walls.
The thesis argument culminates with the memorial which expresses design principals
that can be used in the current discourse of architecture and its relationship to community and
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conclusion

environment. The way the monument works with the rising and receding of water, can be taken
as a pattern for using natural phenomena to our advantage through architecture. There is one
sentence in the text that presents my main belief about the built environment: “Architecture is
an art responsible to the society.” As a larger message, the thesis creates a narrative for using
architecture not only to increase our awareness about the environment, but also to express the
changing meaning of Nature itself.

*
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If the story was beautiful, the beauty belongs to us all, if it was bad, the fault is mine only, who
told it.
From Zanzibar Sawahili
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A P P E N D I X : K A N D I N S K Y ’ S R E T R E AT

Most prominent space and volume of the
house is painter’s studio which resembles a temple. Entrance to the house is
from living and dining area on its side,
which is a half cylinder shape with a
half circular dome on top and a skylight.
In Kandinsky’s theory circle is the most
perfect shape of human soul, the reason
for which it is used for living areas.
bird’s eye view from southeast

Entrance to the courtyard is from east,
where the sun rises; courtyard defines a
loose boundary in the context of desert
but it has openings on each side,
corresponding to the main passage ways
and windows in the building. The walls
are short and more fence-like, with
places for sitting. In a sense it tries to
make the desert a courtyard itself.
bird’s eye view from northwest
Fig. A.1. Kandinsky’s retreat.
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View from northeast
Two main gardens are in northern side of the courtyard, watered with streams from the water pond. They
are behind the walls in order to show that they belong to desert, they are not merely private gardens.

Fig. A.2. Kandinsky’s retreat, exterior.

View from the studio’s roof

source of information : wikipedia.org/ Wassily_Kandinsky

Fig. A.3. Kandinsky’s retreat, the roof.
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View from northwest of the courtyard
A set of stairs take the painter to the roof of his studio. In his philosophy artists are like the top point of a pyramid, and the pyramid is human society. Artist's
role is to direct the society in the right way with his vision. A second set of stairs on one side of the incomplete pyramid take him to the top point. He can see
the endless sky and desert's landscape, and contemplate about his role. The pyramid’s roof is made of glass, so that he sees his work and his studio under his
feet, as well as his surrounding landscape.

Fig. A.4. Kandinsky’s retreat, the courtyard.

Studio interior
The studio creates a templelike atmosphere with the pyramid roof in the centre. Skylights and linear windows on each side frame the desert’s sky
and landscape, and bring its wonder inside. Night’s sky adds to the mystic atmosphere of the desert and the studio.

Fig. A.5. Kandinsky’s retreat, the studio.
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View from the courtyard entrance
Openings in the walls frame the desert from the courtyard. Kandinsky is in the desert, and at the same
time he can see it from a preserved point; this would keep the wonder of surrounding landscape
always alive, this would make him appreciate it.

Fig. A.6. Kandinsky’s retreat, the courtyard.
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